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Summary 
Increasing and robust empirical evidence indicates that certain anomalous subjective experiences 
in the form of non-psychotic disturbances of the basic sense of self (i.e. self-disorders, SDs) 
might be specific vulnerability markers for schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Møller and Husby, 
2000;Parnas et al., 1998;Raballo, 2009;Raballo et al., 2011;Parnas et al., 2003). The term self-
disorders (SDs) indicates that these phenomena are basic disturbances of the person’s subjective 
experience of his own identity or “self” (Sass and Parnas, 2003). 
The main purpose of this study is to contribute to more knowledge about the phenomenon of SDs 
in the early stages of psychosis. We wanted to study the more basic phenomena of psychotic 
psychopathology trough assessing occurrence, level and type of SDs close to the onset of 
psychosis, and subsequently linking the disorders to differences in clinical presentation.  
Early diagnostics and treatment is of importance in psychotic disorders.   
Current diagnostic manuals (e.g. DSM-IV and ICD-10) do not differentiate clearly between 
different psychotic disorders in the early stages of the illnesses due to overlap in clinical 
symptoms and behavioural manifestations. Thus, one purpose of this study is to contribute to 
better diagnostic precision in these early stages of psychosis through more knowledge about the 
phenomenon of SDs.  
Additionally, we know that one of the major complications associated with schizophrenia is 
suicidal behaviour, and the risk factors identified until now cannot explain why the suicide risk is 
particularly high in the early phases of the disorder. Suicidality is multidetermined and our 
hypothesis is that suicidality may be partly motivated by SDs.  
Finally, both SDs and neurocognitive deficits have been suggested to be core features of 
schizophrenia, so we also wanted to study tentative relationships between them.  
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We therefore posed the following questions: 
Can SDs discriminate between schizophrenia spectrum disorders (schizophrenia, 
schizophreniform disorder and schizoaffective disorder), bipolar disorders (bipolar disorder I and 
NOS) (BD) and other psychotic disorders usually classified outside of the (narrow) schizophrenia 
spectrum (delusional disorder, brief psychotic disorder and psychosis NOS) (OP) in the early 
phase of the treated course of psychotic disorders?  
Is current suicidality related to SDs in first treatment schizophrenia patients, and how is the 
relationship between suicidality, depression and SDs in these patients?  
Is there any relationship between neurocognitive dysfunctions and SDs in the early phase of 
schizophrenia? 
 
The study involved all treatment facilities in two neighbouring Norwegian counties. Inclusion 
criteria was being between 18 to 65 years, and being consecutive in- or outpatient referred to first 
adequate treatment (FAT) for psychosis. During 2008 and 2009 a total of 91 patients early in 
their treatment course completed the full protocol including clinical assessments and 
neurocognitive assessments. SDs were assessed according to the EASE (Examination of 
Anomalous Self-Experience) manual (Parnas et al., 2005b). 
Because EASE is a relatively new instrument, we also wanted to test if it is a reliable and 
internally consistent clinical tool for the assessment of anomalous subjective experience in 
patients referred to (FAT) for psychosis.  
 
We believe that the additional perspective of SDs has large potentials to improve diagnostic 
validity in the early course of illness, and thus contribute to an earlier and more targeted 
treatment of psychotic disorders.  
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Suicide prevention in patients with first episode schizophrenia is important, and these results can 
shed some light in the search for risk factors for suicide in this patient group. 
More knowledge about the relationship between neurocognitive deficits and the person’s 
experience of his/hers thinking processes might improve the communication with the patients 
about their neurocognitive deficits and aid treatment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Psychoses 
Mental disorders are now the largest causes of disability in the developed countries, and the 
psychotic disorders are ranked among the leading contributors to the total burden of disease 
worldwide. They are devastating disorders, often emerging during early adulthood and lasting for 
the entire adult lifespan. The consequences are often reduced capacity for productivity, creativity 
and relatedness. They also represent major challenges to society due to significant treatment 
costs. 
During the last two decades we have seen an emerging interest in prevention through early 
detection and intervention (McGorry et al., 2010;McGlashan and Johannessen, 1996). Studies 
have shown that patients with shorter duration of untreated psychosis have less suicidality, lower 
levels of negative symptoms and better social functioning (Melle et al., 2006;Larsen et al., 
2010;Melle et al., 2008;Marshall et al., 2005). This increasing focus on early detection of 
psychotic disorders has boosted a parallel need for developing suitable clinical tools that can 
maximize risk stratification and guide differential diagnosis in the early phases, both prepsychotic 
and psychotic (Raballo and Laroi, 2009;McGorry et al., 2007;Parnas, 2005). 
 
Historically, the term “psychosis” dates from 1845(Beer, 1996)  and has received a number of 
different definitions. In 1899 Kraepelin divided this concept into dementia praecox and manic-
depressive psychosis (Angst, 2002). Today, more than 100 years later, this distinction between 
schizophrenia (dementia praecox) and bipolar disorder (manic depressive psychosis) remains 
almost the same.  However, this distinction has been questioned, and during the last years there 
has been a discussion whether this is categorically different disorders or if they exist on a 
continuum. One argument for the continuum theory is that they show overlapping symptoms. 
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The available diagnostic systems (e.g. DSM-IV and ICD-10), however, are not a product of 
conceptual analyses and empirical evidences, but defined through consensus with the purpose of 
improving reliability. The diagnostic criteria are based on clinical symptoms and their 
behavioural manifestations, and have not been established through basic analyses of 
psychopathology or knowledge of biological signs linked to the underlying aetiology of the 
disorders (Jansson and Parnas, 2007) . Due to the indistinct, unspecific and overlapping nature of 
conventional clinical symptoms, the available diagnostic systems do not differentiate well 
between schizophrenia and, psychotic bipolar disorder, nor do they offer help in capturing 
differentiating symptoms of incipient as well as established psychosis(Meyer et al., 2005). 
Existing prodromal or ultra-high risk (UHR) criteria also do not allow for a clear prepsychotic 
differentiation between various forms of psychosis (Cannon et al., 2007;Correll et al., 
2007;McGorry et al., 2003).  While the Schizophrenia proneness instrument for adults (SPI-A) 
(Schultze-Lutter et al., 2007a) was conceived to particularly identify patients at risk for 
developing schizophrenia, other instruments like Structured Interview of Prodromal Syndromes 
(SIPS) and Comprehensive Assessment of at Risk Mental States (CAARMS), are less specific 
and identify early clinical features predictive of several forms of psychotic disorder including 
affective psychoses (Cannon et al., 2007;McGorry et al., 2003;Yung et al., 2005).  
The focus of the present thesis will be schizoprenia spectrum disorders (i.e. schizophrenia, 
schizophreniform disorder and schizoaffective disorder) (SZ), bipolar disorders (i.e bipolar I and 
bipolar NOS) (BD) and other psychoses (i.e. delusional disorder, brief psychotic disorder or 
psychotic disorder NOS) (OP). 
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Diagnoses according to DSM-IV 
Schizophrenia spectrum disorders 
Schizophrenia is a group of mental disorders with symptoms which are commonly divided into 
positive, negative and disorganized symptoms. Positive symptoms are based on the occurrence of 
productive signs of disturbance and include delusions and hallucinations. Negative symptoms are 
deficits like affective flattening, alogia and avolition, whereas disorganized symptoms are 
disorganized speech and behaviour. 
The DSM-IV and ICD-10 classifications of diagnoses are based on description of the occurance 
of such symptoms. According to DSM-IV, continuous signs of the disorder must persist for at 
least 6 months, the patient has to show functional decline and the disturbance must not be due to 
effects of a substance or a medical condition. 
Schizoaffective disorder is a disorder that meets the criteria for schizophrenia and at least one 
mood episode, in specified constellations. Affective symptoms must be present for a substantial 
duration of the illness. 
Schizophreniform disorder is, according to DSM-IV, a disorder that also meets the criteria for 
schizophrenia, but the duration of the psychotic symptoms is shorter and functional decline is not 
required. 
 
Bipolar disorders 
Bipolar disorder is characterised by the presence of discrete periods of abnormal mood and 
activation that define depressive, manic or hypomanic episodes. The DSM-IV definition relies on 
the identification of individual mood episodes occurring over time. In the current study we 
include patients with at least one manic or mixed episode. 
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Mania is an episode lasting at least one week, (or less if hospitalization is required). During this 
period three or more of the following symptoms are present: inflated self esteem or grandiosity, 
decreased need for sleep, talkative, flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are 
racing, distractibility, increase in goal-directed activity or psychomotor agitation, and excessive 
involvement in pleasurable activities with high potential for painful consequences. According to 
DSM-IV, the disturbance leads to impaired function, psychotic symptoms or hospitalization, and 
must not be due to effects of a substance or a medical condition.  
A mixed episode is defined as a period of at least one week, in which the criteria are met both for 
a manic and for a major depressive episode. 
 
Other psychoses 
Delusional disorder is, according to DSM-IV, characterised by one or more nonbizarre delusions 
that persist for at least one month. If hallucinations are present, they have to be associated with 
the delusions. Behaviour is neither bizarre nor odd, and there is no marked functional decline 
except for dysfunction from the direct impact of the delusions. The delusions are not due to the 
effect of a substance or a general medical condition. 
Brief psychotic disorder involves the sudden onset of psychotic symptoms. It lasts less than a 
month, and the individual show full recovery. 
Psychotic disorder NOS is a category of disorders with psychotic symptomatology that does not 
meet the criteria for any specific psychotic disorder. 
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Self-disorders (SDs) 
General description and history 
It has been asserted from several perspectives for a long time that schizophrenia involves 
profound transformations of the self. Issues of this altered self-experience has been described in 
literature from sources ranging from existential psychiatry, psychoanalysis, phenomenology, 
psychosocial rehabilitation, and dialogical psychology (Lysaker and Lysaker, 2010).  
Converging empirical evidence also indicates that certain anomalous subjective experiences in 
the form of non-psychotic disturbances of the basic sense of self (i.e. self-disorders, SDs) might 
be specific vulnerability markers for schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Møller and Husby, 
2000;Parnas et al., 1998;Parnas et al., 2003;Raballo et al., 2011). Despite this, SDs has not been 
mentioned in the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia of neither DSM-IV nor ICD-10.  
Phenomenologically, we can describe the sense of self (one might say identity feeling), on three 
hierarchical, but intertwined levels: the pre-reflexive, reflexive and narrative self (Parnas and 
Handest, 2003). The most basic level of the self is the implicit, silent, pre-reflective egocentricity, 
which is inseparable from and built-in in the subjective experience itself. The reflexive self is the 
explicit awareness of an “I” that is largely stable over time. The narrative self is the experience of 
the self as having special characteristics, personality and narratives, and only at this level we can 
talk about “self-image” and “self-esteem”. The term anomalous self-experience or self-disorders 
(SDs) in this study refers to disturbances at the most basic level, the pre-reflexive self. This is 
fundamental disturbances of first-person perspective, which means deficiency in the sense of 
being a coherent subject, a self-coinciding centre of action, thought and experience (Sass and 
Parnas, 2003). SDs are subtle, mainly trait-like disturbances of a person’s experience of him- or 
herself as a vital subject naturally immersed in the world and remaining one and the same 
through time.  These disturbances are seen as distortions taking place in the fundamental levels of 
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consciousness, afflicting the very way experiences are structured (as mine). Later, these 
disturbances can (but not necessarily), through conscious personal attributions, develop into 
manifest delusions or hallucinations. Initially it is the structure (ipseity, subjectivity) of the 
experience that is changed, not yet the thematic content. The change in content, like psychotic or 
bizarre delusions, can be seen as a (possible) consequence of the change in form. 
Even though bizarre delusions play a major role in the contemporary diagnostic systems (i.e. 
DSM-IV and ICD-10) and this phenomenon is well described and acknowledged as a core feature 
of schizophrenia, it is still not consensually known how such bizarre ideas can arise and why they 
emerge so often in some psychotic conditions and not in others.  
One example is delusions of influence. Using the frame-work of anomalous self-experience, this 
can be characterised as a weakening, loss or distortion of subjectivity. The person loses the sense 
of basic identity, of having an inner core or of being “oneself”, and as a consequence loses the 
sense of ownership of his mental events (thoughts, feelings, perceptions, bodily experiences and 
actions). Over time this can give the person increasing convictions of being manipulated and 
controlled by external forces, and finally it can develop into delusions of control or influence. 
SDs as nonpsychotic anomalies of schizophrenia  were already described at the turn of last 
century, both in classic literature and in phenomenological psychiatry (Parnas and Handest, 
2003).  
Prominent scientists and clinicians like Kraepelin, Bleuler and Schneider recognized that the 
basic human identity and consciousness are disrupted in schizophrenia.  
French psychiatrists published case histories characterized by profoundly altered self-experience 
of patients that today would be diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia.  
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Bleuler considered “basic disorder” of personality as a core feature of schizophrenia (Bleuler, 
1911), while Kraepelin declared that a disunity of consciousness, “an orchestra without a 
conductor”, was the fundamental feature of schizophrenia (Kraepelin, 1896;Kraepelin, 1913).  
Berze suggested that subtle alteration of self-consciousness was the primary disorder in   
schizophrenia, and that it was most easily detectable in the incipient cases (Berze, 1914).                                      
Jaspers made a list of experiential modes in which a self is aware of itself (self-activity, -unity, -
identity and -demarcation) (Jaspers, 1923).  
Scharfetter modified Jaspers list to include, in order of increasing complexity: vitality, activity, 
continuity, demarcation and identity (Scharfetter, 1980).  
Schneider mentioned a “loss of egoboundaries” in his description of passivity phenomena 
(Schneider, 1959).  
Somewhat later, an important contribution to this field came from Huber, Klosterkotter and their 
colleagues in Germany. In prospective and retrospective studies they investigated and described 
subtle (non-psychotic) affective, cognitive, perceptual, motor and bodily disturbances, which they 
named Basic Symptoms (BSs). Many of these symptoms are considered specific to schizophrenia 
(Klosterkotter et al., 1997;Gross and Huber, 1986;Huber and Gross, 1989).  
The BSs are compiled and described in the Bonn Scale for the Assessment of Basic Symptoms 
(BSABS) (Gross et al., 1987). BSABS is a list of symptoms, including some SDs, but it also 
includes other accompanying manifestations of schizophrenia, such as affective-dynamic 
disorders (e.g. reduced stress tolerance to daily tasks, increased impressionability) and 
neurovegetative symptoms (e.g. sleep disorders). 
In Norway, Møller published a qualitative thesis, containing in-depth interviews with 19 first-
onset schizophrenia patients and their relatives. He found two tentative core dimensions: 
“disturbance of perception of self” (=disturbance of ipseity) and “extreme preoccupation by and 
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withdrawal to overvalued ideas” (=hyperreflexivity) (Møller and Husby, 2000). At about the 
same time, but independent of the Norwegian study, a pilot study in Copenhagen of 19 first-onset 
patients with schizophrenia demonstrated almost identical prodromal profiles (Parnas et al., 
1998). A study from 2003 compared lifetime prevalence of the BSABS-defined anomalies of 
subjective experience between patients with residual schizophrenia and psychotic bipolar illness 
in remission. They found that the disorders of self-experience were the most significant 
discriminators between the two diagnostic groups (Parnas et al., 2003). 
 
The EASE 
Until recently, there was no specific instrument that allowed a comprehensive, guided clinical 
mapping of SDs. However, a few years ago with the publication of a dedicated tool, the 
Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience (EASE) (Parnas et al., 2005b),we got such an 
instrument specifically focussed on the assessment of  SDs.  The development of EASE was 
partly motivated by the clinical work at the University Department of Psychiatry of Hvidovre 
Hospital in Copenhagen,  but particularly by the two independent clinical studies mentioned in 
the previous section (Parnas et al., 1998;Møller and Husby, 2000) . Both these studies showed 
that – already in the prodromal phase - schizophrenia spectrum disorder patients report a wide 
range of disturbing, not-yet psychotic changes in the very experience of self and identity. The 
authors of the EASE were informed by classic psychopatological descriptions of these 
phenomena, and they were inspired by the work of the German research group of  Huber, Gross, 
Klosterkotter, Schultze-Lutter, and their colleagues (Klosterkotter et al., 1997;Gross et al., 1987)  
EASE is a symptom checklist that comprises five domains: 1. Cognition and stream of 
consciousness. 2. Self awareness and presence. 3. Bodily experience. 4. Transitivism and 
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demarcation. 5. Existential reorientation. This represents a wide variety of anomalous self-
experiences condensed into 57 main items and several sub-items. 
There are some partial overlaps between the EASE and the BSABS (28 main items) which are 
listed in the manual, especially in domain 1 (Cognition and stream of consciousness) and some 
other single items, like cenesthetic experiences (unusual bodily sensations). Some EASE items 
are also similar to items in the (SIPS) (McGlashan et al., 2001), e.g. thought interference, 
perceptualization of inner speech or thoughts and cenesthetic experiences. Notably, the EASE 
assesses the most basic, pre-reflective level of self, i.e. a level of self-experience which escapes 
more extended and articulated levels of self-description, such as those captured by the Scale to 
Assess Narrative Development (NART) (Lysaker et al., 2009) and the Metacognition Assessment 
Scale (MAS) (Semerari et al., 2003).  
Domain 1 
Cognition and Stream of Consciousness 
The focus in this domain is on the sense of consciousness as continuously and silently flowing 
over time, belonging to one subject and directly given in an abstract way. Normally, the thoughts 
should not be experienced as having physical qualities like direction, space, movement or 
location. So this is more about how the person is thinking, not so much what he is thinking. For 
example, some patients in this study experienced that they had thoughts in their head that seemed 
unfamiliar. “I know these thoughts are mine because they take place in my head, but I do not 
recognise them as my own thoughts”. Some experienced that the thoughts also had acoustic or 
auditory qualities, like hearing their own voice in their head while thinking. If a person has 
thoughts in his head that he does not recognise as his own thoughts, and these thoughts have 
auditory qualities, it is obvious that some can experience this as if they are audible thoughts 
coming from another source (in further elaborations possibly attributed as thoughts put into his 
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head, or voices coming from another source). A lot of patients, actually had difficulties in 
distinguishing between auditory hallucinations and their own thoughts. There were also some 
who felt as though others might be able to hear their thoughts. 
Domain 2 
Self-Awareness and Presence 
This domain describes experiential anomalies related to changes in the normally unreflected self-
presence, embeddedness in the world, and first-person perspective. A lot of the patients in this 
study were uncertain about their own existence. “Nobody takes notice of me; it is like being 
invisible, so perhaps I am dead?” If someone is unsure about this, he can of course also be unsure 
about everything else he is experiencing. This leads to huge existential questions like: “If I am 
not here, who is experiencing this, and who is thinking these thoughts? Is it possible that the 
world is real, but I do not exist?  Or maybe I exist, but the rest of the world, including other 
people, does not?” This is sometimes accompanied by an extreme feeling of loneliness. “I must 
convince myself that I am still alive and that the world is real, if not, I am completely lost and 
alone”. Some feel that they exist, but they are not themselves anymore. “When I hear the music 
of Elvis, it feels like I am Elvis. Sometimes it feels so real that I actually think I am Elvis”. 
Distorted first person perspective can also be experienced as being an observer to ones own life. 
“It is like looking through a camera lens where I see my life as a movie.” 
Domain 3 
Bodily Experience 
This domain focuses on aberrations in the normal experience of psychophysical (body-mind) 
unity and a normal feeling that the body is both a physical object and an abstract subject at the 
same time. Some patients in this study felt as if the body was merely an object that changed in 
strange ways. ”Suddenly I feel as if my body has become very big or very small.” 
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Some did not recognise their own mirror-image. “I look in the mirror and I see someone who 
looks like me, but in a way, it is not me, because the mirror image has a different personality. 
When I stand before the mirror, I move my hand to see if the mirror-image also moves. If that is 
the case, I am sure that the mirror-image is mine.” 
They could also feel that their bodies melted or fell apart. “A nurse at the ward said that I had a 
breakdown. I became very scared, because I suspected that my body had fallen apart.” Some 
experienced de-automatization of movement. “I have to focus on every single movement of the 
body. Therefore I am now, much too slow to play soccer, even though I used to bee a good soccer 
player.” 
Domain 4 
Transitivism and Demarcation 
This domain focuses on loss or permeability of self-world boundary. These experiences are 
closely related to self-consciousness and presence, but are listed here because of their quite 
articulated symptomatic nature. Some patients in the current study experienced confusion with 
the other. “I am provoked by the fact that other people do the same thing as me, because I begin 
to think that they can be me“. Others felt threatened by bodily contact, and some also had an 
overwhelming feeling that their whole existence was threatened. 
Domain 5 
Existential reorientation 
This refers to a fundamental change in the patient’s metaphysical worldview and hierarchy of 
values. In this domain, the experienced self-awareness is existentially and behaviourally 
expressed. Solipsistic experience like self-centrality belongs to this domain. “I have the strange 
feeling that everything that happens is built up just for me, like a scene, because someone wants 
to test me. It feels like Japan does not exist, because I have not been there, but if I go there and 
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see it with my own eyes, I will be convinced that it exist.” Some explain this feeling as if they are 
in a “reality show” where everybody else are actors and the surroundings are stage sets “like the 
in the movie Truman show”. 
The experiences described above are by definition not psychotic. In the early course of the 
illness, the patients define them generally as strange and unfamiliar (“as-if” experiences). Most of 
them try to resist the feeling that the experience could be real. Often they try to behave as usual 
even though everything is very strange. However, some say they are becoming more and more 
convinced that their “private reality” is real, and this might be the next move towards delusional 
convictions. 
 
Suicidality in schizophrenia 
Suicidal behaviour and subsequent high risk of suicide are major complications in schizophrenia. 
The lifetime risk of suicide in patients diagnosed with the disorder is about 5% (Palmer et al., 
2005),  while 20-30%  attempt suicide (Fenton et al., 1997;Radomsky et al., 1999) The risk of 
suicide is highest during the early phases of the disorder (Palmer et al., 2005;Nordentoft et al., 
2002). Up to 25% of first-contact patients have made one or more previous suicide attempts 
(Barrett et al., 2010b). Untreated patients appear to have a particular high risk for violent 
attempts, emphasizing the importance of early treatment (Barrett et al., 2010b;Melle et al., 
2006;Melle et al., 2010). Several predictors of suicidal behaviour have been identified. These 
include risk factors also seen in the general population,  such as being male, abusing substances, 
living alone, being unemployed, being depressed, experiencing hopelessness and/or having a 
history of previous suicidal ideation/attempts (Breier and Astrachan, 1984;Burgess et al., 
2000;Hawton et al., 2005). Several of these risk factors are more prevalent in patients with 
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schizophrenia compared to the general population.  Also risk factors more specific to patients 
with psychotic disorders have been identified, including longer duration of untreated illness, 
more severe illness course, non-adherence to treatment, and  better insight (Hawton et al., 
2005;Barrett et al., 2010a). The level of positive psychotic symptoms is mostly found to be 
unrelated to suicidal behaviour (Hawton et al., 2005). Findings are however not consistent, and 
risk factors have a low predictive power, making it difficult to initiate targeted suicide prevention 
in clinical settings.  
Risk factors identified until now cannot explain the high suicide risk in the early stages of the 
disorder. One possible exception to this is depression, which is more prevalent at this point of 
time (Romm et al., 2010), but then again, why are patients more depressed in the early stages? 
Recent studies have thus focused on patients’ subjective experiences in general (not self-
disorders), finding that low satisfaction with life, hopelessness, negative self-appraisals, 
loneliness, preserved insight and negative views and stigma connected to severe mental disorders 
are associated with suicidal behaviour in these early stages (Melle et al., 2010;Barrett et al., 
2010a;Skodlar et al., 2008;Skodlar and Parnas, 2010). These factors may increase the risk of 
suicidality directly or indirectly by increasing the level of depression. 
 
Neurocognitive function in schizophrenia 
Neurocognitive impairments are widely documented as important features of schizophrenia, and 
have potential implication for prognosis, real-world functioning and long term outcome (Keefe et 
al., 2006;Heinrichs, 2005). 
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About 85% of patients with schizophrenia have neurocognitive impairments, defined as 
performance 1 standard deviation below healthy controls in more than two domains (Reichenberg 
et al., 2009). Even patients who perform within the normal range on neuropsychological tests 
seem to be impaired relative to their estimated intellectual function (Reichenberg et al., 2005).  
Neurocognitive impairments have been documented in both early onset populations (Holmen et 
al., 2010), first episode patients (Bilder et al., 2000;Binder et al., 1998;Mesholam-Gately et al., 
2009;Rund et al., 2004), and late phases of the disorder, as well as before illness onset (Caspi et 
al., 2003). These impairments are also present in high risk populations and in unaffected first 
degree relatives (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al., 2000;Cole et al., 2011;Staal et al., 2000).  
Neurocognitive impairments are found across most domains in the majority of patients with 
schizophrenia (Bowie and Harvey, 2006). Impairments in the domains of verbal learning and 
memory, psychomotor speed, and attention have been specifically reported in first episode 
schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Skelley et al., 2008;Townsend and Norman, 2004).  
Most previous studies have not found any strong associations between positive psychotic 
symptoms and neurocognitive deficits (Nieuwenstein et al., 2001), but  there are  some 
inconsistency in the findings.  However, even when strong associations between symptom 
severity and neurocognitive function are evident, even schizophrenia patients with low severity of 
such symptoms exhibit profound neurocognitive impairment.  There is some consistency in 
documenting an association between negative symptoms and severity of neurocognitive deficits, 
particular deficits in executive functions (Reichenberg, 2010).  
Some studies have shown that neurocognitive impairment may be more severe in males than in 
females with schizophrenia (Heinrichs, 2005).  
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Because neurocognitive impairments remain stable over the course of illness, and do not appear 
to be secondary to symptoms or medications (Rund et al., 2004;Nieuwenstein et al., 2001), they 
are increasingly considered as endophenotypic traits of schizophrenia (Gur et al., 2007).  
 
2. AIMS 
The overall aim of the present study was to estimate the level of SDs, measured by the EASE, in 
patients with first episode psychosis, and to investigate the relationship between the rate of self-
disturbances and other patient characteristics. 
 
In the first paper, the aim was to assess the inter-rater reliability of the EASE. 
 
In the second paper, the aim was to investigate whether SDs, could discriminate between 
schizophrenia spectrum psychoses, bipolar psychoses and other psychotic disorders usually 
classified outside of the (narrow) schizophrenia spectrum (delusional disorder, brief psychotic 
disorder and psychosis NOS) in the early phase of the disorder, and thus improve differential 
diagnostics. 
 
In the third paper, the aim was to investigate whether suicidality in early phases of schizophrenia 
may be partly motivated by SDs, either directly or indirectly through increased feelings of 
depression. 
 
In the fourth paper, the aim was to investigate the relationships between SDs and neurocognitive 
test performance in the early phase of schizophrenia 
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We posed the following questions: 
1. 
Does the EASE provide a reliable and internally consistent clinical tool for the assessment of 
subjective experience in first-treatment schizophrenia patients? 
2. 
Can SDs discriminate between schizophrenia spectrum psychoses (schizophrenia, 
schizophreniform disorder and schizoaffective disorder) (SZ), bipolar disorders (bipolar disorder 
I and NOS) (BD) and other psychotic disorders usually classified outside of the (narrow) 
schizophrenia spectrum (delusional disorder, brief psychotic disorder and psychosis NOS) (OP) 
in the early phase of the treated course of the disorder? 
3. 
Is current suicidality related to SDs in first-treatment schizophrenia patients, and how is the 
relationship between suicidality, depression and self-disorders in these patients? 
4. 
How are the relationships between neurocognitive dysfunctions and SDs in the early phase of 
schizophrenia? 
 
 
3.METHODS 
Design 
The present study has a cross-sectional, naturalistic design. It is an independent part of the TOP 
(Thematic Organized Psychosis) research study, and it is supported by the Network for 
Early Stage Psychosis Research (Helse SørØst Kjernekompetansemiljø). The TOP study is a 
large, multisite research study carried out by the University of Oslo, aiming at gaining more 
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knowledge about the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of psychoses. The main 
diagnoses for the patients included in the TOP study are schizophrenia spectrum disorders and 
bipolar spectrum disorders. The TOP study is approved by the Regional Committee for Medical 
Research Ethics and the Norwegian Data Inspectorate.   
The current study was carried out in the Department of psychosis and rehabilitation at Sykehuset 
Innlandet HF (SIHF) in close cooperation with other research projects on psychotic disorders 
within SIHF, and the research milieu on self-disturbances at Sykehuset Buskerud HF (SBHF).   
 
Study population 
The clinical sample in the current study is recruited from a naturalistic clinical setting; namely all 
treatment facilities in two neighbouring Norwegian counties (Hedmark and Oppland) with a 
county-wide population of 375.000 people. Patients were recruited from altogether 19 treatment 
units in Innlandet Hospital Trust (SIHF).  All the patients were Norwegian citizens. Inclusion 
criteria were: 1: a DSM-IV diagnosis of schizophrenia (schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, 
schizophreniform disorder), bipolar disorder (bipolar I and bipolar NOS), delusional disorder, 
brief psychosis or psychosis not otherwise specified, 2: being consecutive in- or outpatient 
referred to SIHF for first adequate treatment (FAT), 3: being between 18 to 65 years old.  
Exclusion criteria were the presence of head injury with neurological complications, neurological 
disorder and mental retardation, IQ < 70 (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) 
(Wechsler, 2007;Wechsler, 2003)). Patients with concurrent substance use disorders were 
included, but had to demonstrate at least one month without substance use, or clear signs that the 
psychotic disorder had started before the onset of significant substance use (i.e. did not meet the 
criteria for substance induced psychotic disorder). Coming to FAT was defined as not having 
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previously received adequate antipsychotic medication (adequate doses for 12 weeks or until 
remission). Some of the patients had not initiated first treatment at the time of inclusion. 
To enhance statistical power, we also included 18 patients consecutively enrolled in a closely 
related ongoing study on young psychosis patients born in 1985/86 (by Unni Bratlien, M.D.). 
They met the same inclusion and exclusion criteria except for the strict definition of first 
treatment.  
During 2008 and 2009 we recruited a total of 100 patients. Six patients were excluded for 
diagnostic reasons, one had a mental retardation, and two refused the EASE interviews, giving a 
final sample of 91 patients who completed the full protocol including the EASE interview, 73 
FAT patients and 18 patients from the age cohort (1985/86). 
In the first paper, we used 25 randomly drawn videotaped interviews from the full sample. In the 
second paper we used the whole sample (n=91) because we looked for differences between 
diagnostic groups. In the third paper, we only included FATs with a diagnosis of SZ (n=49), 
while in the fourth paper we included all the patients with SZ (n=57). 
Table 1. Sampling procedure for the four individual substudies  
 
Selection criteria Paper Substudy 
samples 
Randomly drawn videotaped EASE 
interviews 
1 25 
Schizophrenia spectrum disorder  
Bipolar disorder  
Other psychoses  
2 91 
Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
First adequate treatment 
3 49 
Data collection jan 08-des 09 
 
TOP database sample n.91 
First adequate treatment n73, Birth 
cohort 18 
 
Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
n.57 
Bipolar disorder n.21 
Other psychoses n.13 Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 4 57 
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Assessments 
Clinical assessments 
Diagnoses were ascertained by two experienced psychiatrists (EH and UB) using the Structural 
Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition 
(SCID-IV) (1994). Symptom severity and function were assessed using standard psychiatric 
measures including the Structured Clinical Interview for the Positive and Negative Syndrome 
Scale (SCI-PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987). Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS) 
(Addington et al., 1990),  Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) (Young et al., 1978). Global 
Assessment of Functioning - Split Version (GAF-S) (Endicott et al., 1976;Pedersen et al., 2007). 
We also registered the following data: duration of untreated psychosis (DUP), present medical 
treatment, first hospitalisation for a psychiatric problem, earlier symptoms and treatment and 
parasuicidal episodes, and family history of psychiatric illnesses. 
 
Assessements of self-disorders 
SDs were assessed according to the EASE manual (Parnas et al., 2005b). The EASE is a 
symptom checklist supporting the semi-structured exploration and classification of experiential 
anomalies that may be considered disorders of basic or core self-awareness. It is divided into five 
domains, as described in the introduction. The EASE is not structured as an interview, but rather 
as a detailed descriptive and exemplified manual. Therefore we decided to make a supplementary 
Norwegian semi-structured interview guide, intimately based on the manual. This work was done 
by my main supervisor, Paul Møller, one of the main authors of the EASE, in collaboration with 
me. Using this interview guide, I conducted 8 videotaped pilot-interviews prior to the ordinary 
inclusion. The final interview guide, used in the current study, was adjusted after experiences we 
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did with these pilot-interviews. All patients were asked for consent to videotape the EASE 
interview, 65 % of the patients gave their consent, and their interviews were videotaped.  
The interview guide provides several alternative question probes for each item. Because this was 
a research study, I went through the items one by one, from the beginning to the end of the 
interview guide. I started with the first question probe for each item and waited for response 
before asking supplementary questions. Even though we asked questions like:” Have you ever 
felt as if you were somebody else?” such experiences cannot be assessed by affirmative or 
denying responses alone. The patients were stimulated optimally to give at least one example or a 
description of the experience to assure that they had understood the question and that they really 
had experienced the actual phenomenon I asked for. At the best, they were able to give 
spontaneous examples or descriptions of the experience.  The answers were scored on a 5-point 
Likert scale: 
0=never present. 1=questionably present. 2=mild level; irregularly, but at least 3 times, no 
subjective distress. 3=moderate level; daily for one week two times during one year, or frequent 
for one year, may give subjective distress. 4= serious level; almost daily during two weeks 
recently, usually subjective distress and functional decline. 
For the purpose of the analyses in this study, the 0-4 scores were dichotomized into 0 and 1 
(absent or questionably preset) vs. 2, 3, and 4 (definitely present, all severity levels). 
In this study, all the EASE interviews were conducted by E.H. Each interview took 30-90 
minutes. Because 65 % of the interviews were videotaped, this also gave me the opportunity to 
look through the interviews once more if I was unsure about some scores.  
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Neurocognitive assessements 
The assessments were performed by clinical psychologists. They were trained and supervised by 
Merete Øie, a member of the research group and an experienced neuropsychologist. All subjects 
were tested individually but received the tests in the same fixed order. Total time for all 
assessments was about 3 hours, including breaks. Premorbid IQ was assessed with a Norwegian 
Research version of the National Adult Reading Test (NART) (Crawford et al., 2001;Vaskinn 
and Sundet, 2001) and current  estimated  IQ with WASI (Wechsler, 2003;Wechsler, 2007). The 
other tests cover domains shown to be sensitive to the neurocognitive dysfunction in psychosis 
(Green et al., 2004) : 
Psychomotor speed: Digit Symbol from WAIS-III(Wechsler, 1997). The task is to fill in blank 
spaces with the symbol that is paired to the number above the blank space as quickly as possible 
for 120 seconds. The score is the number of squares filled in correctly. 
Working memory: Letter Number Span from WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997) This test consists of six 
items. Each contains three trails with the same number of digits and letters. The examinee reads 
each trail, and the patient is asked to recall the letters in alphabetical order and the numbers in 
ascending order. This task is sensitive to auditory working memory. Outcome is total correct 
recalled trails. 
Verbal memory: Logical Memory Test from the Wechsler Memory Scale [WMS] III (Wechsler 
et al., 2008). This is a verbal test assessing immediate and delayed memory for two short stories 
orally presented. Immediate memory was used here. 
Visual memory:  Rey-Oesterrieth Complex Figure Test (Meyers and Meyers, 1995). The subject 
observes a complex geometric figure for 30 seconds and then reproduces it from memory, 
immediately and after a brief delay (20 min) without prompting. Delayed memory of the figure 
was used here. 
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Executive functions: The Colour-Word Interference subtests from the Delis-Kaplan Executive 
Function System (D-KEFS) (Delis et al., 2001). This test includes four conditions: Colour 
Naming, Word Reading, Inhibition, and Inhibition/Switching. In the first condition the subject 
has to name different colors, before reading the printed words of these colors in the second 
condition. In the third condition the subject need to inhibit this overlearned verbal response when 
naming the dissonant ink colors in which the words are printed. In the fourth condition the 
subject is asked to switch back and forth between naming the dissonant ink colors and reading the 
words. Executive functions used in the present study were inhibition (3. condition) and cognitive 
flexibility (4. condition), and completion time in seconds was examined. 
Standard scores or T-scores (Rey) according to norms were used for all tests.  
 
For both the clinical assessments, the assessments of SDs and the neurocognitive assessments, the 
patients did not have to be in remission, but were required not be so overtly psychotic or have so 
disordered cognition that they had problems participating in a lengthy interview or in 
understanding the nature of the informed consent. All participants gave written, informed consent 
to participate. The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics 
and the Norwegian Data Inspectorate. 
 
Statistical analyses 
All analyses were performed with the statistical package SPSS, version 15.0. All tests were 2-
tailed, and limits for significance was set to the 0.05 level. In all the studies, mean and standard 
deviations are reported for continuous variables and percentages for categorical variables. Since 
DUP had a markedly skewed distribution, median and range values are reported and a 
transformation into its natural logarithm was used in parametric analyses. Correlations between 
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variables were explored by Spearman or Pearson rank correlation according to type of data. 
Independent t-tests, Welch-weighted analysis of variance or Mann-Whitney U tests (dependent 
on the distribution of data) were used to investigate group differences for continuous data, while 
categorical variables were analysed with Chi-square analysis.  
The reliability of the EASE manual was assessed by calculating Cohen’s kappa for the agreement 
between the two raters , and Cronbach’s alpha for the internal consistency. 
 In the second paper, the predictive value of the variables were explored by binary multiple 
logistic regression analyses.  
In the third paper, regression analyses were used to assess the independent association between 
clinical characteristics, and also for follow-up analyses of the effect of possible confounders of 
their relationship. The results were examined for effect of outliers and influential observations.  
We used the Sobel test to evaluate mediation.  
In the forth paper, spearman’s rank order correlation analyses were used to investigate possible 
associations between different neurocognitive measures and SDs (EASE total score), and linear 
regression analyses were used to explore if there were possible confounders of the relationship 
between SDs and neurocognitive measures.  
More thorough descriptions of the statistical analyses are presented in the papers. 
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4. SUMMARY OF PAPERS 
Paper I 
Examination of anomalous Self-Experience in First-Episode Psychosis: Inter-Rater 
Reliability 
Background 
The growing research focus on early detection of schizophrenia has fostered an increasing 
interest in the nonpsychotic experiential anomalies that may antedate schizophrenia spectrum 
disorders and assist early differential diagnosis. The Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience 
(EASE) is a phenomenologically-inspired checklist, specifically designed to support the 
comprehensive assessment of these characteristic subjective experiences. 
 Aim 
 To assess the inter-rater reliability of the EASE. 
Sampling and Methods 
Twenty-five patients referred to FAT for a psychosis were interviewed with the EASE. Video-
recorded interviews were blindly re-evaluated. Internal consistency, overall inter-rater correlation 
and item inter-rater agreement (Cohen´s kappa) were estimated 
Results 
The EASE showed good to excellent internal consistency across the two raters (Cronbach´s alpha 
above 0.87) and an overall inter-rater correlation above 0.80 (Spearman´s rho, p< 0.001). The 
average kappa of the EASE was 0.65, ranging from 0.51 to 0.73 over the five domains. Kappa 
values at an item level were very good in nine items, good in twenty items, moderate in eleven 
items and fair in four items. Conclusion. The EASE provides a reliable and internally consistent 
clinical tool for the assessment of subjective experience in patients coming to FAT for psychosis, 
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suggesting that this instrument could usefully supplement standard clinical assessments during 
the onset phase of psychosis. 
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Paper II 
Selective aggregation of self-disorders in first treatment DSM-IV schizophrenia spectrum 
disorders 
Background 
Converging evidence indicates that Self-disorders (SDs) selectively aggregate in schizophrenia 
spectrum conditions. 
Aim 
To test the discriminatory power of SDs with respect to schizophrenia and non-schizophrenia 
spectrum psychosis at first treatment contact. 
Method 
SDs were assessed in 91 patients referred for first treatment by the Examination of Anomalous 
Self-Experience (EASE) instrument. Diagnoses, symptoms severity, and function were assessed 
using the SCID-IV, Structured Clinical Interview for the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 
(SCI-PANSS), Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS), Young Mania Rating Scale 
(YMRS), and Global Assessment of Functioning - Split Version (GAF-S). 
Results 
EASE total score critically discriminated between schizophrenia, bipolar psychosis, and other 
psychoses. The EASE total score was the only clinical measure that showed a significant and 
robust association with the diagnosis of schizophrenia. Conclusion: Systematic exploration of 
anomalous self-experiences could improve differential diagnosis in first treatment patients. 
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Paper III 
The association between anomalous self-experience and suicidality in first episode 
schizophrenia seems mediated by depression 
Background 
A recent hypothesis is that suicidality in schizophrenia may be linked to the patients’ altered 
basic self-awareness or sense of self, termed self-disorders (SDs). 
Aim 
To investigate whether SDs in first episode schizophrenia spectrum disorders are related to 
suicidality and whether this  relationship is independent of or mediated by depression or other 
standard clinical measures.. 
Method 
SDs were assessed in 49 patients with first-episode schizophrenia by means of the Examination 
of Anomalous Self-Experience (EASE) instrument. Symptoms severity and functioning were 
assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 
(SCI-PANSS), Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS), and Global Assessment of 
Functioning - Split Version (GAF-S). Suicidality was measured by CDSS item 8. 
Results 
Analyses detected a significant association between current suicidality, current depression and 
SDs as measured by the EASE. The effect of SDs on suicidal ideation appeared to be mediated 
by depression. 
Conclusion 
The interaction between anomalous self-experiences and depression could be a rational clinical 
target for the prevention of suicidality in the early phases of schizophrenia, and supports the 
rationale for including assessment of SDs in early intervention efforts. 
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Paper IV 
The Relationship between Self-Disorders and Neurocognitive Dysfunction in Schizophrenia 
Background 
Neurocognitive deficits and self-disorders (i.e altered basic self-awareness or - sense of self) have 
both been suggested as fundamental trait features of schizophrenia.  However, no study till now 
has investigated the relationship between these two core features. 
Aim 
To investigate the relationship between self-disorders and neurocognitive performance in patients 
with schizophrenia. 
Method 
Self-disorders were assessed in 57 patients in the early phase of schizophrenia by means of the 
Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience (EASE) instrument. The neurocognitive assessments 
included measures of psychomotor speed, working memory, executive- and memory functions. 
Results 
There were few associations between self-disorders and neurocognitive impairments. However, 
high levels of SDs were significantly associated with impaired verbal memory. 
Conclusion 
The reason for the general lack of associations between self-disorders and neurocognition could 
be that they represent different basic features of the illness. Verbal memory may however be 
linked to deficits in the patients’ ability to comprehend, direct, remember and reason about their 
thoughts, functions that are intimately related to several aspects of the sense of self. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
Discussion of the Main findings 
Interrater Reliability 
It has been questioned whether “soft” subjective experienced like those in the EASE can be 
assessed reliably, pointing to the inevitable fleeting and fluctuating nature of these phenomena. 
Doing such investigations during psychosis might do this challenge even greater. There is 
however growing evidence that reliable assessment is fully achievable. As part of the present 
study, we found good to excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s > 0.87), high interrater 
correlation (> 0.80) along with satisfactory overall kappa (0.65; 0.51-0.73) of the EASE total 
scores. In addition, two yet unpublished studies has shown an acceptable interrater correlation of 
the EASE, one for prodromal patients by B. Nelson and colleagues (personal comm.) and one for 
first-admitted patients by J. Parnas and colleagues (personal comm.). Together, this supports the 
applicability of the EASE for both clinical and research purposes. Furthermore, a significant part 
of the EASE overlaps with the BSABS, which has previously demonstrated good interrater 
reliability (Vollmer-Larsen et al., 2007). Taken together this indicates that high levels of clinical 
reliability are achievable by a guided, phenomenologically inspired assessment of the patient’s 
experience. 
 
Self disorders in early psychoses 
In this study we found that SDs, as measured by the EASE, discriminate between patients with 
SZ versus BD or OP in patients referred to FAT for psychosis. The EASE total score showed a 
significant and robust association with the diagnosis of SZ as opposed to all the other clinical 
measures (e.g. PANSS all subscales, YMRS, CDSS and GAF-function score). This indicates that 
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SDs separate psychotic schizophrenia spectrum phenotypes from non-schizophrenia spectrum 
psychosis.  
The results in the current study are consistent with previous findings, showing a selective 
aggregation of SDs in schizophrenia spectrum conditions. Two qualitative studies conducted 
independently, but almost at the same time revealed that SDs were prominent in the prodromal 
phase of schizophrenia (Parnas et al., 1998;Møller and Husby, 2000). Earlier studies are non-
EASE based, but have used items from the BSABS to measure SDs. Among these, one study on 
151 first-admitted patients with different psychiatric disorders showed that SDs were more 
prominent among patients with schizophrenia spectrum conditions (including schizotypal 
disorder) (Handest and Parnas, 2005). Another study on 44 patients with residual schizophrenia 
or a psychotic bipolar disorder in remission revealed that certain anomalies of subjective 
experience aggregated significantly in schizophrenia (Parnas et al., 2003), and a third study on a 
nonpsychotic genetically high risk population (n=218) showed that SDs were associated with 
increasing schizotypal phenotypic expressivity (Raballo and Parnas, 2010) . Finally, a study, 
which included 305 subjects divided into four groups (schizophrenia, schizotypal disorder, other 
mental illnesses and healthy controls), showed a specific aggregation of SDs in schizophrenia 
spectrum conditions (Raballo et al., 2011).   
Also, the distribution and levels of SDs that were found in the current study are in accordance 
with those found in earlier, non-EASE-based studies (Parnas et al., 2003;Parnas et al., 
2005a;Raballo and Parnas, 2010). Taken together, SDs might be a candidate phenotypic marker 
of schizophrenia. 
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Self disorders, depression and suicidality in schizophrenia 
The study strongly supports the role of SDs in the development of suicidal ideation and 
behaviour. We revealed a strong association between current suicidality and SDs in patients with 
schizophrenia coming to their FAT.  
This association between SDs and suicidality is in line with previous findings. Recently, one 
qualitative study of 19 patients with chronic schizophrenia showed that feelings of profound 
solitude, inferiority and sense of fundamental inability to relate to others, were associated with 
suicidality (Skodlar et al., 2008). A later expansion of this sample (n=25) measuring SDs with 
the EASE showed that suicidality was associated with SDs, mediated through these specific 
feelings (Skodlar and Parnas, 2010).  
 
We also found a strong correlation between SDs and depression, and between depression and 
suicidality, indicating that the effect of SDs on suicidal ideation is mediated by depression.  
The relationship between subjective experiences and depression in psychotic disorders has been 
studied to a limited extent, and as far as we know, there are no previous studies exploring the 
relationship between SDs, as measured by the EASE, and depression. However, in a cross-
sectional study, which involved 161 patients with chronic schizophrenia, they found significant 
associations between important facets of depression (i.e. depression, hopelessness and ideas of 
reference ) and Basic Symptoms (Maggini and Raballo, 2006). Furthermore, in a previous study 
of 50 patients with chronic schizophrenia, it was found that awareness of psychological deficits 
measured by the Subjective Experience of Deficits in Schizophrenia (SEDS) was associated with 
depression. Awareness of these deficits was present before, during and after the depressive 
period, indicating that this was not merely an epiphenomenon based on depressed patients being 
more acutely aware of their deficits (Liddle et al., 1993). Clinical experience also indicates that 
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SZ is highly associated depression, while depressive illness per se is not associated with SZ. So, 
the direction SDs to depression seems more likely than depression to SDs.  
.   
 
Self disorders and neurocognitive deficits in schizophrenia 
Our main finding concerning neurocognition is a general lack of associations between SDs and 
neurocognition. We found, however, that higher levels of SDs were associated with impaired 
verbal immediate memory. Except for that, no significant association between SDs and 
neurocognitive impairment such as working memory, executive function, psychomotor speed or 
visual memory were found.  
There are no previous studies that have examined the relationship between SDs, measured by the 
EASE, and neurocognitive impairments. There are, however, a few small studies which have 
investigated the relationship between Basic symptoms (BS) and neurocognitive deficits. BS are 
subclinical disturbances in drive, affect, thinking, speech, (body) perception, motor action, 
central vegetative functions, and stress tolerance (Schultze-Lutter, 2009). Our study is in line 
with two previous studies showing no significant association between SDs and neurocognitive 
impairment. One study on 50 outpatients with chronic schizophrenia, reported BS (measured with 
the Frankfurt Complaint Questionnaire (FCQ)) to be unrelated to measures of executive 
functioning (Zanello and Huguelet, 2001). Another study on prodromal patients focusing on 
neurocognition and selected BSs in the SPI-A (Schultze-Lutter et al., 2007a), did also not find 
any significant correlation between the subjective disturbances and objective neurocognitive 
function (pattern recognition, attention, working memory, verbal and visual memory, 
psychomotor speed, and executive functions) (Schultze-Lutter et al., 2007b). A third study of 32 
inpatients with schizophrenia, consecutively admitted due to a recrudescence of their 
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symptomatology, however, revealed associations between BSs (measured with the FCQ) and 
impairments of executive functioning, psychomotor speed and subtests of Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS) (Cuesta et al., 1996). These three studies, however, focused on 
different patient groups, SDs were not measured by the EASE but instead BSs were measured, 
and by different scales (FCQ and SPI-A).  
A possible explanation for the general lack of associations between SDs and neurocognition is 
that SDs and these objective neurocognitive functions are different basic expressions of the 
illness, and that different networks of the brain are involved. The neurocognitive functions 
measured in the present study are associated with functions mediated by dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex, temporal- and unspecific subcortical regions of the brain. The neurocognitive test 
situation is structured with little affective- and somatosensory salience. However, in contrast to 
the neurocognitive tests used in this study, the questions asked in the EASE have focus on 
subjective experiences that are present and relevant in almost all everyday situations, involving 
somatosensory and affective processes, interacting with neurocognition.  These processes have 
been associated with activation of other networks of the brain involving the thalamus, orbito-
frontal cortex, the limbic system and several distinct somatosensory cortices in the insular and 
parietal regions (Damasio, 1994).  
 
SDs were, however, significantly correlated with verbal immediate memory.  The self is a 
dynamic structure with a set of multidimensional representations stored in memory. New 
information and new thoughts are processed in relation with preexisting self-knowledge. The 
verbal memory test used in the current study requires rapid cognitive processing of incoming 
verbal information and efficient organization for accurate recall. One possibility is  that deficits 
in verbal memory may  cause  deficits in the ability to comprehend, direct, remember and reason 
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about one's own thoughts and self-knowledge, functions that can be seen as related to several 
aspects of SDs, or the sense of self. However, it might as well be the other way around, that 
impaired SDs is the primary deficit; causing impaired verbal memory. This is, however, 
speculations, and more research is necessary to explore the relationship between verbal memory 
and SDs.                                                                                      
We did not find any significant associations between PANSS scores and verbal memory or SDs, 
thus there were no indications that the relationship between SDs and verbal memory was 
mediated through clinical symptoms. Theoretically, the lack of association between SDs and 
neurocognition could be a result of gender differences. However, our results showed no gender 
differences in SDs, estimated IQ or verbal memory, and follow-up analyses also indicated that 
gender was not a confounder.  
 
Discussion of methodological issues 
Sample representativity 
The study population is recruited from a naturalistic clinical setting, involving all treatment 
facilities in two neighbouring Norwegian counties and including unselected consecutive in- or 
outpatients referred to FAT for a psychotic disorder in a defined time period. The Norwegian 
mental health care offers public mental health care to all individuals with mental illness within a 
given catchment area. Because of the absence of private mental health care in Norway, the 
sample is not biased for socioeconomic class.  We thus assume that the sample is close to the 
total treated incidence for this time period i.e. highly representative. 
 
To enhance statistical power, we also included 18 patients consecutively enrolled in a closely 
related ongoing study of young psychosis patients born in 1985/86 (by Unni Bratlien, M.D.). 
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They met the same inclusion and exclusion criteria except for the strict definition of first 
treatment. They were, however, in an early phase of their treatment course, with an even shorter 
mean duration of untreated psychosis (DUP) than the strict first treatment patients.  
All the patients were  included in the early phase of the treated course of the disorder, thereby 
minimizing potential confounding effects such as selection of non-responders, chronicity and 
substance use or medication use, that might impact on the assessment of clinical symptoms and 
neurocognitive functioning. 
 Our study was the first study on first-episode psychoses in the current catchment area. We 
recruited from altogether 19 different units in this area, and only a few of these units had early 
treatment programs for psychoses. A considerable amount of the participants included in the 
current study had previously been in the treatment system, but not diagnosed with a psychotic 
disorder, and therefore not treated for such.  This could be a possible explanation for the 
relatively long DUP in this sample 
Validity and reliability of assessments  
Assessment of SDs with the EASE 
SDs were in this study assessed with the EASE manual, a comprehensive checklist for SDs. This 
is a descriptive manual with examples, not a semi-structured interview, therefore we constructed 
a Norwegian interview guide (see Methods). 
The EASE is a relatively new instrument and until now, not widely used. Therefore the IRR for 
the EASE items was examined on the basis of 25 randomly drawn videotaped interviews and 
examined by PM, who was blind to diagnostic and other clinical information. The IRR was found 
to be very good with an overall inter-rater correlation of the EASE total score above 0.80 
(Spearman´s coefficient, p< 0.001), and kappa = 0.65. The internal consistency of the EASE 
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scale was found to be very good across the two raters with a Cronbach’s alpha for the whole scale 
above 0.85 (Møller et al., 2011).   
False negatives. Some patients may come out with false low levels of SDs.  SDs have a pre-
reflexive quality, and therefore it can be difficult to get a grasp of it. SDs themselves also 
undermine the patients ability to express themselves. To overcome this, I asked more than one 
question for every single item if the patient did not respond convincingly to the first question. I 
could also come up with examples to see if the patient recognized this and told me whether he 
had similar experiences. Several items in the EASE have partial overlap, inevitable from the 
“gestalt” nature of the phenomena, so if a person has a positive answer to one item, it is likely 
that he also has a positive answer to related items. One example is “diminished sense of basic 
self” and “distorted first-person perspective” which overlaps clinically at a descriptive level 
because they are conceptually and phenomenologically related.  
False positives. There is also a risk for false positive scores. Some may give a positive response 
to a question, even though the quality of the reported experience is not what we are looking for. 
To avoid scoring this as present, I always asked for examples or closer descriptions of the actual 
experience, and I never considered a simple “yes” enough to score the item.   
Therefore, to minimize false positive or false negative scores, the interviewer must have detailed 
knowledge of phenomenological and descriptive psychopathology in general and of 
schizophrenia spectrum conditions in particular. One also has to be familiar with the EASE 
manual and the EASE interview, to be sure about targeting not only the plain content, but also 
structural aspects of self-consciousness. 
Assessment of neurocognition 
The comprehensive neuropsychological test battery used in the current study cover domains 
shown to be sensitive to the neurocognitive dysfunction in psychosis (Green et al., 2004).  
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It was conducted by psychologists blind to information about the EASE score, trained in the test 
battery and supervised by an experienced neuropsychologist (MØ). To assure valid assessment of 
neurocognitive test performance all participants had to score 15 or above on the forced 
recognition trial of the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT II). 
Clinical assessements 
The other instruments used in this study (SCID, SCI-PANSS, CDSS, YMRS, GAF-split version) 
are widely used and have their reliability and validity well documented.  
The two investigators who performed the clinical assessments in the current study completed the 
TOP study’s training and reliability program. The SCID training was based on the UCLA training 
program (Ventura et al., 1998) and was supervised by UCLA. For DSM-IV diagnostics, mean 
overall kappa for the standard diagnosis of training videos was 0.77, and mean overall kappa for 
a randomly drawn subset of the present study patients was also 0.77 (95% CI 0.60-0.94). Inter-
rater reliability (Intra Class Coefficient) (ICC) 1.1 for the different psychometric scales was: 
PANSS positive subscale 0.82 (95% CI 0.66-0.94), PANSS negative subscale 0.76 (95% CI 0.58-
0.93), PANSS general subscale 0.73 (95% CI 0.54-0.90), and GAF-F 0.85 (95% CI 0.76-0.92). 
These numbers are based on the scores for the whole TOP study group. EH and UB are a part of 
this group. 
Strengths 
This is a naturalistic study with a study population that is highly representative (see “sample 
representativity”). The recruitment, in-depth structured clinical interviews and clinical measures 
were conducted by experienced psychiatrists (UB and EH), who knew the area and the facilities 
well.  
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Limitations 
The current study has a cross-sectional design. It shows whether SDs are present when someone 
has reached treatment, but it does not show whether these are risk factors, genetic markers or 
consequences of illness. However, our results combined with previous studies suggest that SDs 
reflect non-psychotic, trait-like distortions of self-awareness which also has been shown in 
prodromal studies to antedate the development of clearly psychotic experiences (Møller and 
Husby, 2000;Parnas et al., 1998). 
The cross-sectional design also makes it difficult to clarify the causal direction between 
depression and SDs.   
On the basic of the cross-sectional design, it is also not possible to show whether the SDs may be 
the primary deficit which affects verbal memory, or whether it may be the other way around. 
Some participants were not in full remission at the time of neurocognitive testing, which may 
have confounded the results with potential effects of psychotic symptoms. However, all 
participants scored 15 or above on the forced recognition trial of the CVLT II, indicating 
adequate and valid test performance. 
It was not possible to be blind to diagnostic information during the EASE interviews because I, 
during inclusion procedures, also administered the SCID for one half of the sample. Under all 
circumstances, and because of epistemological reasons, it is impossible not to form an 
assumption about a subject’s diagnosis during the EASE exploration  (i.e. a clinically 
experienced psychiatrist would not be able to avoid making diagnostic assumptions during the 
EASE, since the assessment per se brings to the foreground the very structure of the patients’ 
mode of experiencing). Still, as a precaution, we performed an ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post 
hoc tests comparing ratings across the two raters, and did not detect any significant differences in 
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the EASE total scores for each diagnostic group as a function of who did the SCID interview (EH 
or UB). 
 
Implications. 
Our results, combined with previous findings of an aggregation of SDs in schizophrenia spectrum 
disorders (Parnas et al., 2005a;Parnas et al., 2003;Raballo and Parnas, 2010;Møller and Husby, 
2000;Parnas et al., 1998), indicate that SDs might be a candidate phenotypeic marker of 
schizophrenia. 
SDs and the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia  
Historically, profoundly altered self-experience has been known as a core feature of 
schizophrenia (Parnas and Handest, 2003). Despite this, the diagnosis of schizophrenia is based 
on diagnostic criteria (in ICD-10 or DSM-IV), which do not include this altered self-experience.  
Furthermore, the DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria have an indistinct, unspecific and overlapping 
nature which does not differentiate well between schizophrenia, psychotic bipolar disorder and 
other psychoses in the early stages. In the current study we found that EASE total score 
differentiated significantly and strongly between schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders 
(including bipolar I and bipolar NOS psychosis) in the early stages of the diseases, suggesting 
that the assessment of the SDs is promising to assist early differential diagnosis. Our results also 
confirm that high levels of clinical reliability are achievable by a guided, phenomenologically 
inspired assessment of the patient’s experience. Therefore, one might also consider whether SDs 
should be included in the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia in future diagnostic systems.   
 Furthermore, this perspective should have implications for therapeutic interventions as it gives 
meaning to the patients through making strange and scaring experiences more understandable and 
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thus possible to talk about. Knowledge about SDs also makes it easier for clinicians to understand 
what patients are trying to communicate. 
 
The role of SDs in the development of suicidal behaviour  
Suicidal ideation and behaviour and subsequent high risk of suicide are major complications in 
schizophrenia. However, risk factors, identified until now, have a low predictive power, making 
it difficult to initiate targeted suicide prevention in clinical settings.  
In the current study, we found a clear association between current suicidality and SDs, which 
appears to be mediated by depression. These findings strongly support the role of SDs in the 
development of suicidal ideation and behaviour in this patient group and contribute to the clinical 
understanding of suicidality in schizophrenia. Therefore, the interaction between self-disorders 
and depression could be a rational clinical target for the prevention of suicidality in the early 
phases of schizophrenia, and for early intervention efforts in general. 
 
The relation between SDs and neurocognitive deficits 
Both SDs and neurocognitive deficits have been suggested as fundamental trait features of 
schizophrenia. 
The general lack of association between SDs and neurocognitive impairments in the current 
study, except for verbal memory, indicates that these problems are different basic expressions of 
the illness. Therefore, early assessment of neurocognitive impairments as well as SDs is 
important for therapeutic and diagnostic reasons. 
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Future research 
More studies. The EASE, used in this study, is a relatively new instrument. However, it provides 
a reliable and internally consistent clinical tool for the assessment of subjective experience. 
Therefore we should have more studies, using the EASE, to explore the relationship between SDs 
and other patient characteristics. As far as we know, there are no previous studies on the 
relationship between SDs (measured by the EASE) and neurocognitive impairments. Therefore, 
more and larger studies are required to further clarify these issues. We also need to assess SDs in 
the general population. 
Longitudinal studies. In the current study, we could only assess the discriminatory power of SDs 
in a cross-sectional design. Thus, longitudinal studies on UHR patients, other at-risk groups, first 
episode patients and patients after recovery are required to further clarify the SD’s early course 
and predictive potential. We also need longitudinal studies to explore the relationship between 
SDs, depression and suicidality. 
Treatment response. There are currently no empirical data regarding the treatment response of 
SDs, and their trajectory during recovery is still unexplored, therefore we also need future studies 
to explore these issues. 
 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
1.The EASE provides a reliable and internally consistent clinical tool for the assessment of 
subjective experience in patients coming to FAT for psychosis.  
2. In the current study SDs, as measured by the EASE, discriminate between patients with SZ 
diagnosis versus BD or OP in patients referred to FAT for psychosis. 
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3. We found a clear association between current suicidality and SDs, which appears to be 
mediated by depression. 
4. In our study, the level of SDs is significantly associated with verbal memory but not with 
working memory, executive function, psychomotor speed or visual memory in patients with early 
phase schizophrenia.  
 
Taken together these studies have shown that SDs are core symptoms of schizophrenia and 
describe a gestalt more than separate symptoms. 
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8. APPENDIX 
 
Appendix 1: EASE Item Key List 
 
Domain 1.  Cognition and stream of consciousness 
1.1 Thought interference 
1.2 Loss of thought ipseity  
1.3 Thought pressure 
1.4 Thought block 
1.4.1 Subtype 1: blocking 
1.4.2 Subtype 2: fading 
1.4.3 Subtype 3: combination 
1.5 Silent thought echo 
1.6 Ruminations-obsessions 
1.6.1 Subtype 1: pure rumination 
1.6.2 Subtype 2: secondary rumination 
1.6.3 Subtype 3: true obsessions 
1.6.4 Subtype 4: pseudo-obsessions 
1.6.5 Subtype 5: rituals/compulsions 
1.7 Perceptualization of inner speech or thought 
1.7.1 Subtype 1: internalized 
1.7.2 Subtype 2: equivalents 
1.7.3 Subtype 3: internal as first-rank symptom 
1.7.4 Subtype 4: external 
1.8 Spatialization of experience 
1.9 Ambivalence 
1.10 Inability to discriminate modalities of intentionality 
1.11 Disturbance of thought initiative/intentionality 
1.12 Attentional disturbances 
1.12.1 Subtype 1: captivation by details 
1.12.2 Subtype 2: inability to split attention 
1.13 Disorder of short-term memory 
1.14 Disturbance of time experience 
1.14.1 Subtype 1: disturbance in subjective time 
1.14.2 Subtype 2: disturbance in the existential time (temporality) 
1.15 Discontinuous awareness of own action 
1.16 Discordance between expression and expressed 
1.17 Disturbance of expressive language function 
 
Domain 2 . Self-awareness and presence 
2.1 Diminished sense of basic self 
2.1.1 Subtype 1: early in life 
2.1.2 Subtype 2: from adolescence 
2.2 Distorted first-person perspective 
2.2.1 Subtype 1: mineness/subjecthood 
2.2.2 Subtype 2: experiential distance 
2.2.3 Subtype 3: spatialization of self 
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2.3 Psychic depersonalization (self-alienation) 
2.3.1 Subtype 1: melancholiform depersonalization 
2.3.2 Subtype 2: unspecified depersonalization 
2.4 Diminished presence 
2.4.1 Subtype 1: not being affected 
2.4.2 Subtype 2: distance to the world 
2.4.3 Subtype 3: as subtype 2 plus derealization 
2.5 Derealization 
2.5.1 Subtype 1: fluid global derealization 
2.5.2 Subtype 2: intrusive derealization 
2.6 Hyperreflectivity; increased reflectivity 
2.7 I-split  
2.7.1 Subtype 1: I-split suspected 
2.7.2 Subtype 2: ‘as if’ experience 
2.7.3 Subtype 3: concrete spatialized experience 
2.7.4 Subtype 4: delusional elaboration 
2.8 Dissociative depersonalization 
2.8.1 Subtype 1: ‘as if’ phenomenon 
2.8.2 Subtype 2: dissociative visual hallucination 
2.9 Identity confusion 
2.10 Sense of change in relation to chronological age 
2.11 Sense of change in relation to gender 
2.11.1 Subtype 1: occasional fear of being homosexual 
2.11.2 Subtype 2: a feeling as if being of the opposite sex 
2.12 Loss of common sense/perplexity/lack of natural evidence 
2.13 Anxiety 
2.13.1 Subtype 1: panic attacks with autonomous symptoms 
2.13.2 Subtype 2: psychic-mental anxiety 
2.13.3 Subtype 3: phobic anxiety 
2.13.4 Subtype 4: social anxiety 
2.13.5 Subtype 5: diffuse, free-floating pervasive anxiety 
2.13.6 Subtype 6: paranoid anxiety 
2.14 Ontological anxiety 
2.15 Diminished transparency of consciousness 
2.16 Diminished initiative 
2.17 Hypohedonia 
2.18 Diminished vitality 
2.18.1 Subtype 1: state-like 
2.18.2 Subtype 2: trait-like 
 
Domain 3. Bodily experiences 
3.1 Morphological change 
3.1.1 Subtype 1: sensation of change 
3.1.2 Subtype 2: perception of change 
3.2 Mirror-related phenomena 
3.2.1 Subtype 1: search for change 
3.2.2 Subtype 2: perception of change 
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3.2.3 Subtype 3: other phenomena 
3.3 Somatic depersonalization (bodily estrangement) 
3.4 Psychophysical misfit and psychophysical split 
3.5 Bodily disintegration 
3.6 Spatialization (objectification) of bodily experiences 
3.7 Cenesthetic experiences 
3.8 Motor disturbances 
3.8.1 Subtype 1: pseudo-movements of the body 
3.8.2 Subtype 2: motor interference 
3.8.3 Subtype 3: motor blocking 
3.8.4 Subtype 4: sense of motor paresis 
3.8.5 Subtype 5: desautomation of movement 
3.9 Mimetic experience (Resonance between own movement and others’ movements) 
 
Domain 4. Demarcation/transitivism 
4.1 Confusion with the other 
4.2 Confusion with one’s own specular image 
4.3 Threatening bodily contact and feelings of fusion with another 
4.3.1 Subtype 1: feeling unpleasant, anxiety provoking 
4.3.2 Subtype 2: feeling of disappearance, annihilation 
4.4 Passivity mood  
4.5 Other transitivistic phenomena 
 
Domain 5. Existential reorientation 
5.1 Primary self-reference phenomena 
5.2 Feeling of centrality 
5.3 Feeling as if the subject’s experiential field is the only extant reality 
5.4 ‘As if’ feelings of extraordinary creative power, extraordinary insight into hidden dimensions 
of reality, or extraordinary insight into own mind or the mind of others 
5.5 ‘As if’ feeling that the experienced world is not truly real, existing, as if it was only somehow 
apparent, illusory or deceptive 
5.6 Magical ideas linked to the subject’s way of experiencing 
5.7 Existential or intellectual change 
5.8 Solipsistic grandiosity 
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Appendix 2: 
EASE interview guide 
(This is a Norwegian version, since there is currently no English version available.) 
($6(
([DPLQDWLRQRI$QRPDORXV6HOI([SHULHQFH
1RUVNLQWHUYMXJXLGHIRU
8QGHUV¡NHOVHDYIRUVW\UUHWVHOYRSSOHYHOVH
YHGVFKL]RIUHQLRJUHODWHUWHOLGHOVHU
 
2ULJLQDOSXEOLNDVMRQDY($6(PDQXDOHQ
3DUQDV-0¡OOHU3.LUFKHU7HWDO3V\FKRSDWKRORJ\
,QWHUYMXJXLGHQHUXWYLNOHWDY3DXO0¡OOHU
)R8HQKHWHQ3V\NLDWULVNNOLQLNN6\NHKXVHW%XVNHUXG+)
FoU-enheten, Psykiatrisk klinikk, Sykehuset Buskerud, v/forsker/overlege dr.med. Paul Møller (paul.moller@sb-hf.no) 
_________________________________________________________________________  
,QVWUXNVMRQHU
,YDQOLJNOLQLVNXWUHGQLQJDQEHIDOHVGHWDW($6(LQWHUYMXHWIRUHWDVVRPGHODYHWVRVLDOWHOOHU
DQDPQHVWLVNLQWHUYMX'HWRSWLPDOHLQWHUYMXHUDWXWIRUVNLQJHQDYGHXOLNHVHOYIRUVW\UUHOVHULVWRUJUDG
JM¡UHVYHGnE\JJHXWHWVOLNWRUGLQ UWLQWHUYMX,O¡SHWDYLQWHUYMXHWYLOGHWQDWXUOLJGXNNHRSS
PXOLJKHWHUIRUnXWIRUVNHOHGGIUDGHXOLNHGRPHQHQH,IRUVNQLQJVVDPPHQKHQJNDQLQWHUYMXHWEUXNHV
PHUVHPLVWUXNWXUHUWIUDEHJ\QQHOVHWLOVOXWWPHQRJVnKHUHUGHWnIRUHWUHNNHDWLQWHUYMXHWKDUHQ
nSHQOHGLJRJGLDORJLVNIRUPVRPWLOGHOVI¡OJHUSDVLHQWHQVIRUWHOOLQJ'HQQHIHQRPHQRORJLVNNOLQLVNH
PHWRGHVWnULHQYLVVNRQWUDVWWLOGHQVWUXNWXUHUWHPHWRGH'HQLQIRUPDVMRQHQYLHUXWHHWWHUHULNNH
EDUHDYHNVSOLVLWWUHIOHNVLYQDWXUPHQRJVnLPSOLVLWWSUHUHIOHNVLYKYLONHWLQQHE UHUDWPDQJHDY
IHQRPHQHQHNDQY UHIO\WHQGHRJXNODUWDUWLNXOHUWKRVSHUVRQHQRJDWLQWHUYMXHWVNDOELGUDWLOPHVW
PXOLJNODUJM¡ULQJ
,QWHUYMXHUHQPnY UHIRUWUROLJPHGPDQXDOHQNMHQQHGHILQLVMRQHQHDYGHXOLNHVHOYIRUVW\UUHOVHURJ
KDHWYLVVWJUXQQOHJJHQGHNMHQQVNDSWLOIHQRPHQRORJLVNWHRUL0DQE¡UIRUWO¡SHQGHQRWHUHYLNWLJHRUG
RJVHWQLQJHUYHGNRPPHQGHVLHUPHVWPXOLJRUGUHWW'HVSRQWDQHEHVNULYHOVHQHHUGHYLNWLJVWH9HG
RYHUODSSHQGHIHQRPHQHUVNDODOOHUHOHYDQWHLWHPVVNnUHV
'HWHURIWHQ¡GYHQGLJnVWLOOHSUHVLVHUHQGHRSSI¡OJLQJVVS¡UVPnO%HRPQ UPHUHEHVNULYHOVHHOOHUHWW
HNVHPSHOWLODOOHLWHPV-DRJQHLHUVRPKRYHGUHJHOLNNHWLOVWUHNNHOLJVYDU'HWHUHWNUDYDWSHUVRQHQ
SnHQHOOHUDQQHQPnWHGLUHNWHHOOHULQGLUHNWHPnNXQQHLOOXVWUHUHSRVLWLYHVYDU2JLOOXVWUDVMRQHQE¡U
QRWHUHV0DQJHDYRSSOHYHOVHQHHUGHWYDQVNHOLJnILQQHRUGIRU,QWHUYMXHUHQRJGHQVRPLQWHUYMXHV
PnLIHOOHVVNDSVLNUHHQPHVWPXOLJIHOOHVIRUVWnHOVHDYIHQRPHQHQH
2YHUIRUSDVLHQWHUVRPKDUP\HWYLONDQGHWY UHQ\WWLJnDYVOXWWHVS¡UVPnOHWPHGI¡OJHQGHHOOHU
LNNHLGHWKHOHWDWW"
(WYHVHQWOLJIRUKROGVRPNDQOHWWHEHG¡PPHOVHQDYGHUDSSRUWHUWHRSSOHYHOVHUHUDWGHDOOHUIOHVWH
HNWHIHQRPHQHUYLOY UHIRUEXQGHWPHGEHW\GHOLJHVXEMHNWLYHSODJHURJYHVHQWOLJIXQNVMRQVIDOO'HWWH
E¡UGHWGHUIRUVS¡UUHVRP
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)RUKYHUWLWHPHUGHWIRUPXOHUWIOHUHVS¡UVPnO6WDUWPHGnVWLOOHNXQGHWI¡UVWHVS¡UVPnOHWLIRUPXOHULQJHQ
RJYHQWGHUHWWHUOLWWSnUHVSRQV)OHUHVS¡UVPnOHWWHUKYHUDQGUHEOLUOHWWRYHUYHOGHQGH(WWHOOHUIOHUH
DYGHSnI¡OJHQGHVS¡UVPnONDQEHQ\WWHVKYLVSHUVRQHQQ¡OHUHOOHUWUHQJHUKMHOSWLOnIRUVWnKYDGHW
VS¡UUHVHWWHU+YLVKDQHWWHUHWSDUIRUV¡NLNNHV\QHVnIRUVWnKYDGXVS¡URPKDUKDQDQWDNHOLJLNNH
KDUKDWWHQVOLNRSSOHYHOVH
0 = aldri; 1 = tvilsomt (vagt, x1-2); 2 = mild (uregelmessig, men minst x3, gir ikke subj. lidelse); 3 = moderat (daglig i 1 uke x2 pr år ELLER 
hyppig i 1 år, kan gi subj. lidelse); 4 = alvorlig (nesten daglig over 2 uker nylig, gir oftest subj. lidelse og funksjonssvikt); 9 = utilstrekkelig info  

,QQOHGQLQJIRUSDVLHQWHQ
µ'HWYLYLOPHGGHQQHVDPWDOHQHUnXWIRUVNHEHVNULYHRJIRUVWnVnJRGWVRPPXOLJHQGHOVSHVLHOOH
RSSOHYHOVHUHOOHURSSIDWQLQJHUVRPGXPXOLJHQVKDUQnHOOHUKDUKDWWWLGOLJHUHLOLYHWGLWWRJVRPKDU
Y UWYLNWLJHIRUGHJ6OLNHRSSOHYHOVHUHUGHWQ\WWLJnInEHVNUHYHWXDQVHWWRPGHKDUIRUHNRPPHW
NRUWYDULJLHSLVRGHUHOOHUPHUYHGYDUHQGH'HWHULQJHQULNWLJHHOOHUJDOHVYDUSnVS¡UVPnOHQHGXVNDO
EDUHEHVNULYHKYRUGDQGHHUHOOHUYDUIRUGHJ
+YLVGXVYDUHUMDSnHWVS¡UVPnOYLOMHJRIWHVWEHGHJRPnEHVNULYHGHWQ UPHUHHOOHUJLHWHNVHPSHO
IRUDWMHJVNDOY UHVLNNHUSnDWGXVYDUHUSnGHWMHJPHQHUnVS¡UUHRPµ
+YLVSDVLHQWHQHURSSWDWWDYSV\NRVHLNNHSV\NRVH
µ1RHQDYGHRSSOHYHOVHQHMHJVS¡URPNDQKRVHQNHOWHEHW\HQYLVV¡NWULVLNRIRUGHWYLNDOOHU
SV\NRVHIRUNODUVHLQHUHPHQYLNDQLNNHSnIRUKnQGYLWHPHGVLNNHUKHWKYRUYLGWSV\NRVHXWYLNOHU
VHJHOOHULNNH'HWWHPnDOOWLGYXUGHUHVVDPOHW²RYHUWLG²RJDYIOHUHIDJIRON

,QWHUYMXJXLGHWLO($6(
2SSO\VQLQJHUYHGU¡UHQGH'RPHQH²7HQNQLQJRJEHYLVVWKHWVVWU¡P
)¡UVWYLOMHJVS¡UUHOLWWRPKYRUGDQWHQNQLQJHQRJEHYLVVWKHWHQGLQIXQJHUHU
+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGHWKHOWDYVHJVHOYGXNNHURSSIRUVW\UUHQGHQ\HWDQNHU"VRPWUHQJHU
VHJSnRJEODQGHUVHJLQQLGHWGXWHQNHUSn"7DQNHLQWHUIHUHQV
$WGXIHNVXQGHUHQVDPWDOHLNNHNODUHUnNRQVHQWUHUHGHJIRUGLWDQNHQHKHOHWLGHQYHNVOHURYHUWLO
DQGUHWHPD"VRPLNNHKDUVDPPHQKHQJPHGGHWGXKROGHUSnPHG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VHOYVRPGHSULPHUW
6XEW\SHGHSHUVRQDOLVHULQJVRPSDVLNNHNDQVSHVLILVHUHQ UPHUH
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPGXLNNHKHOWK¡UHUWLOHOOHUHUIXOOVWHQGLJWLOVWHGH"LNNHGHOWDU
VNLNNHOLJLYHUGHQ"$WGHWHUHQVODJVDYVWDQGPHOORPGHJRJYHUGHQRPNULQJ"$WIRONRJKHQGHOVHU
LNNHDQJnUGHJ"2SSOHYHVLKRYHGVDNnILQQHVWHGLYHGNRPPHQGHVHOYRJLNNHLRPJLYHOVHQHVRPYHG
GHUHDOLVHULQJ0nLNNHIRUYHNVOHVPHGnµIDOOHLVWDYHUµµIDOOHXWµHOO
1HGVDWWI¡OHOVHDYWLOVWHGHY UHOVH
6XEW\SH.DQVSHVLILVHUHV(QVWHUNI¡OHOVHDYPDQJOHQGHWLOVWHGHY UHOVHLYHUGHQPHGVYHNNHW
QDWXUOLJJMHQNODQJRJHQJDVMHPHQW,QNOXGHUHUEODVRVLDODQK\SRKHGRQLDSDWLGYVHQRSSOHYHOVH
DYnLNNHKDI¡OHOVHU1%6NnUHVLNNHKYLVVRVLDODQJVW
6XEW\SH*ODVVNORNNHI¡OHOVH.DQLNNHVSHVLILVHUHVQ UPHUH(QVWHUNIRUQHPPHOVHDYHQXV\QOLJ
YHJJRJDYVWDQGWLOYHUGHQRPNULQJ6RPnY UHLHQJODVVNORNNHHOOHUEDNHWJODVVTXDVLSHUVHSWXHOW
6XEW\SH6XEW\SHHOOHUSOXVVGHUHDOLVHULQJGYVSHUVHSWXHOOIRUDQGULQJ'HQQHYDULDQWHQRPIDWWHU
DOWVnEnGHEDUULHUHI¡OHOVHQRJLWLOOHJJNRQNUHWVDQVHIRUDQGULQJVRPIHNVEOHNHUHIDUJHUIMHUQHUH
REMHNWHU
+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWRPJLYHOVHQHHOOHUYHUGHQSnHQPnWHYLUNHUIUHPPHG")RUGUHLG"
8YLUNHOLJ".XQVWLJ"1HVWHQVRPRPGXVHUDOWSnILOP"'HUDOLVHULQJ
(QGULQJHQHRSSOHYHVLKRYHGVDNnILQQHVWHGLRPJLYHOVHQHLNNHLYHGNRPPHQGHVHOY'HWHUOHYG
YLUNHOLJKHWVRSSOHYHOVHVRPVYHNNHVLNNHGHQEHJUHSVEDVHUWHUHDOLWHWHOOHUUHDOLWHWVWHVWLQJ
6XEW\SH)O\WHQGHJOREDOGHUHDOLVHULQJ9DQVNHOLJnEHVNULYHQ UPHUHPHQYHUGHQRSSOHYHV
XYLUNHOLJGU¡PPHDNWLJXNODUPHNDQLVNOLYO¡VPHQLQJVO¡V
6XEW\SH3nWUHQJHQGHGHUHDOLVHULQJK\SHUUHDOLVHULQJ+HOHHOOHUGHOHUDYYHUGHQREMHNWHU
VLWXDVMRQHUIUHPVWnUQ UPHVWVRPRYHUYLUNHOLJPHGHQXEHVWHPPHOLJIRUVWHUNHWEHW\GQLQJRJ
IUHPWRQLQJ2PJLYHOVHQHKDUHQVWHUNWHPRVMRQHOOHIIHNWNDQIHNVYLUNHVWRUVOnWWLPSRQHUHQGHRJ
JULSHQGH7UROOELQGLQJ>@RIWHVDPWLGLJ
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+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWHWVWHUNWEHKRYIRUnJUXEOHRJUHIOHNWHUHLQWHQVWRYHUGHJVHOYHOOHUWDQNHQH
GLQH"²I¡OHOVHQH"KDQGOLQJHQH"²HYWQRHLRPJLYHOVHQH"VYHNNHWFRPPRQVHQVH"
+\SHUUHIOHNVLYLWHW¡NWUHIOHNVLYLWHW2YHUODSSHUPHGVHNXQG UUXPLQDVMRQ>@RJ
GHIRUPHUWSHUVRQSHUVSHNWLYPHGIHQRPHQRORJLVNGLVWDQVH>@
$WGXNDQVNMHLNNHOHQJHURSSOHYGHGHQVDPPHOHWWKHWOHWWYLQWKHWLOLYHW"$WGHWYDUYDQVNHOLJnY UH
VWRUWVHWWVSRQWDQRJEHN\PULQJVO¡V"
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWGHWHUVRPRPGXLNNHHUHQVDPOHWKHOKHWPHQQHVWHQHU
RSSVSOLWWHWRSSGHOWLXOLNHGHOHU"-HJVSDOWQLQJ'HQQHRSSOHYHOVHQNDQIRUHNRPPHLDOOHJUDGHU
VHVXEW\SHU1%LNNHWLOVWUHNNHOLJnRSSOHYHDWSHUVRQOLJKHWHQHUPDQJHVLGLJ
6XEW\SH,QWHUYMXHUHQRJSDVLHQWHQKDUHQYDJXNODUPLVWDQNHRPDWHQMHJVSDOWQLQJNDQOLJJHEDN
GHSODJHQHSDVLHQWHQKDU
6XEW\SHµ6RPRPµNYDOLWHWµ3OXWVHOLJNDQMHJI¡OHGHWVRPRPMHJHUWRµ
6XEW\SH(QREMHNWLYLVHUWURPOLJVSDWLDOLVHUWRSSOHYHOVHDYMHJHWPHQLNNHSV\NRWLVN
RYHUEHYLVQLQJµ(QGHODYPHJI¡OHVIUHPPHGRJSnHQPnWHDWVNLOWIUDGHWQRUPDOHMHJµ6XEW\SH3V\NRWLVN
NYDOLWHWµ-HJKDUVOXWWHWnVSLVHIRUnVXOWHGHQIUHPPHGHGHOHQDYPHJWLOG¡GHµ
+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGGHWVRPRPGXREVHUYHUHUGHJVHOYHOOHUDQGUHIUDXWVLGHQDYGLQHJHQ
NURSS"$WGXQHVWHQHUHQGREEHOWJMHQJHUDYGHJVHOY"XWDYNURSSHQRSSOHYHOVH
'LVVRVLDWLYGHSHUVRQDOLVHULQJ
6XEW\SHµ6RPRPµNYDOLWHWHQLQGUHIRUHVWLOOLQJLNNHHQIDNWLVNVDQVHRSSOHYHOVH
6XEW\SH'LVVRVLDWLYV\QVKDOOXVLQDVMRQ3DVLHQWHQNDQERNVWDYOLJWDOWVHVHJVHOYIUDXWVLGHQ
LNNHEDUHVRPHQLQGUHIRUHVWLOOLQJ"
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPGXHJHQWOLJHUHQDQQHQSHUVRQHQQGHJVHOY"
,GHQWLWHWVIRUYLUULQJ'HWWHYLORIWHY UHNRPELQHUWPHG6YHNNHWI¡OHOVHDYµEDVLFVHOIµ
'HIRUPHUWSHUVRQSHUVSHNWLYVDPWGRPHQH7UDQVLWLYLVPHGDVNnUHVDOOHUHOHYDQWHLWHPV
$WGXLNRUWH¡\HEOLNNNDQI¡OHGHWVRPRPGXHUHQSHUVRQVRPGXDNNXUDWWHQNHUSnGHQKXQGHQ
GXDNNXUDWVHURO"
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPDOGHUHQGLQLNNHVWHPPHU"6RPRPGXKDUHQKHOWDQQHQDOGHU
HQQGHWVRPIUHPJnUDYI¡GVHOVDWWHVWHQGLQ"+DUGHQI¡OHOVHQY UWIRUYLUUHQGH"8EHKDJOLJ"0nLNNH
nSHQEDUWVN\OGWHVGHVRVLDOHUHODVMRQHU"
(QGULQJPKWRSSOHYGNURQRORJLVNDOGHU
µ8QGHUHQVDPWDOHI¡OWHMHJPHJIDNWLVNVRPHQnUJDPPHOOLWHQSLNHµ
(QGUHWRSSOHYHOVHDYHJHWNM¡QQ
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPGXHUDYPRWVDWWNM¡QQ"(OOHUKDUGXY UWYLUNHOLJ
JUXQQOHJJHQGHIRUYLUUHWPKWNM¡QQ"
6XEW\SH)¡OHUGXGHJWLOWUXNNHWDYHJHWHOOHUPRWVDWWNM¡QQ"'HWVNDOVNnUHVNXQIRURSSOHYGIU\NW
IRUnY UHKRPRILOLNNHKRPRILOLLVHJVHOY
+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGXLNNHOHQJHUIRUVWnUKHOWVHOYI¡OJHOLJHRJQDWXUOLJHWLQJL
WLOY UHOVHQ"$WGHWHUYDQVNHOLJnIRUVWnVLWXDVMRQHUPHQQHVNHUJMHQVWDQGHU"
6YHNNHWµFRPPRQVHQVHµHOOHUµQDWXUOLJVHOYI¡OJHOLJKHWµSHUSOHNVLWHW1%6NnUHVLNNHKYLV
KRYHGRSSOHYHOVHQHUDYSDUDQRLGNDUDNWHU
6YLNWHQNDQJMHOGHDOOHGRPHQHUI\VLVNHIRUKROGVRVLDOHVSLOOHUHJOHURUGVEHW\GQLQJRVYRJOHGHURIWH
WLOK\SHUUHIOHNVLYLWHWHYWIDVFLQDVMRQQ\VJMHUULJKHW
0RUELGUDVMRQDOLVPHHOOHUJHRPHWULVPHHULQNOXGHUWPHQNUHYHVLNNHVHPDQXDOHQV
6nQRHQVS¡UVPnORPDQJVWLQGUHXURVWUHVVXEHKDJ$QJVW6NnUHVNXQPHG
6XEW\SH3DQLNNDQIDOO+DUGXQRHQJDQJKDWWVWHUNHDQIDOODYDQJVWKHOWXYHQWHWVRPYDUHUL
QRHQPLQXWWHUHOOHUQRHQWLPHU"+DUGXGDPHUNHWVNMHOYLQJSXVWHYDQVNHUKMHUWHEDQNVYLPPHOKHW
HOOHUIU\NWIRUnG¡NYHOHVEOLJDO"
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6XEW\SH5HQWSV\NLVNDQJVWDQIDOO+YDPHGDQJVWDQIDOOXWHQQRHQDYGHQHYQWHNURSSVOLJH
DXWRQRPHV\PSWRPHQH"
6XEW\SH)RELVNDQJVW+DUGXKDWWDQJVWVRPEOLUXWO¡VWDYKHOWVSHVLHOOHWLQJVRPnSQHSODVVHU
K¡\GHUWUDQJHURPVSHVLHOOHG\URO+YDVNMHULVOLNHVLWXDVMRQHU"
6XEW\SH6RVLDODQJVW+DUGXY UWW\GHOLJXVLNNHURJXWU\JJLVRVLDOHVLWXDVMRQHUHOOHUP¡WHUKYLV
DQGUHVHUSnGHJKYLVGXKDUI\VLVNNRQWDNWHOO"NDQLQNOXGHUHVHOYKHQI¡ULQJ
6XEW\SH)ULWWIO\WHQGHDQJVW+DUGXKDWWHQPHUMHYQRJNRQVWDQWGLIIXVIULWWIO\WHQGHDQJVW
VSHQQLQJHOOHUXEHKDJNQ\WWHWWLOVSHVLHOOHVLWXDVMRQHUHOOHULNNHVRPYLUNHOLJJM¡UOLYHWYDQVNHOLJ"
6XEW\SH3DUDQRLGDQJVW$QJVWPSDUDQRLGHIRUHVWLOOLQJHU)¡OHUGXDWDQGUHPHQQHVNHULNNHYLO
GHJJRGWPHQYLOXWQ\WWHGHJSODJHGHJHOOHUPDQLSXOHUHGHJ"
1HVWHV\PSWRPRQWRORJLVNDQJVWVNnUHVVY UWNRQVHUYDWLYWHWWHUJUXQGLJLQWHUYMX$OPLQQHOLJDQJVWVHRYHU
VXEW\SHHOOHUE¡UY UHWLOVWHGHVDPWLGLJ'HWHUGHUIRUYLNWLJnKDJMHQQRPJnWWGLVVHI¡UVW/LNHOHGHVE¡UHWWDY
I¡OJHQGHY UHWLOVWHGHVDPWLGLJ
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHJYLUNHOLJJUXQQOHJJHQGHHQJVWHOLJXVLNNHURJXWU\JJLYHUGHQVRPRP
QRHVNUHPPHQGHHOOHUNDWDVWURIDOWYDULIHUGPHGnVNMH"$WPHQQHVNHQHRJWLOY UHOVHQLNNHOHQJHUHU
VWDELOHRJWU\JJH"PHQVQDUHUHPHUNHOLJHXIRUVWnHOLJHQHVWHQWUXHQGH"VYDNXQGHUOHJHQ
XEHVOXWWVRP"2QWRORJLVNDQJVW
0HUN9HGNRPPHQGHYLOY UHPHUSUHJHWDYHQGHIHQVLYVHOYEHVN\WWHQGHOLYVVWLOHQQVHOYUHDOLVHULQJ
RJKDQYLOQHVWHQDOOWLGKDHQG\SWIRUVW\UUHWLGHQWLWHW
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPGHWYDUHWLQGUHVO¡UHOOHUHQVODJVEORNNHULQJLEHYLVVWKHWHQ
GLQ"$WGXOLNVRPLNNHHUVNLNNHOLJNODURJNYLNNRJRSSPHUNVRP"
6YHNNHWNODUKHW>JMHQQRPVLNWLJKHW@LEHYLVVWKHWHQ
0HUN3ODJHQHVNDOLNNHIRUnUVDNHVDYVDPWLGLJWDQNHSUHVVKDOOXVLQDVMRQHUSV\NLVNXWPDWWHOVH
NOLQLVNGHSUHVMRQRUJDQLVNKMHUQHOLGHOVHHOOHUVWRIIEUXN
7\SLVNXWVDJQ-HJHUEDUHLNRQWDNWPHGYHUGHQVRPRPGHWLNNHHUQRHQVNLNNHOLJnSQLQJXW
WLOYHUGHQ
+DUGXRSSOHYGDWGHWHUXQRUPDOWYDQVNHOLJnNRPPHLJDQJPHGVHOYEDJDWHOOPHVVLJHWLQJ"DW
GHWNUHYHUHQKHOWXYDQOLJNUDIWDQVWUHQJHOVH"6YHNNHOVHDYLQLWLDWLY
0HUN5HQSDVVLYLWHWHULNNHWLOVWUHNNHOLJGHWHULQLWLDWLYHWVRPPnY UHVYHNNHW6NDOKHOOHULNNHVNnUHV
KYLVSUREOHPHWNDQIRUNODUHVDYPHUSULP UHYDQVNHOLJKHWHUVRPWDQNHSUHVVJUXEOLQJNOLQLVN
GHSUHVMRQRUJDQLVNHHOOHUIDUPDNRORJLVNHHIIHNWHU
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWVHOYHHYQHQWLOnJOHGHVHJVNnUHVLNNHYHGGHSUHVMRQKDUEOLWWERUWHHOOHU
VYHNNHW"'HWnNXQQHRSSOHYHJOHGHQnUGHWVNMHUQRHILQWLGLQXPLGGHOEDUHQ UKHW"+\SRKHGRQL
0HUN6NLOOHVIUDVRVLDODQKHGRQLLQNOXGHUWLVRPHUHQVSHVLILVHUWYDULDQWDYVYHNNHW
WLOVWHGHY UHOVH+\SRKHGRQLYLORIWHRYHUODSSHPHGIHNVVYHNNHWYLWDOLWHWVYHNNHW
WLOVWHGHY UHOVHRJIRUVW\UUHWSHUVRQSHUVSHNWLY6NnUHDOOHUHOHYDQWHLWHPV
+DUGXQRHQJDQJKDWWHQI¡OHOVHDYnLNNHY UHKHOWOHYHQGH"(OOHUUHWWRJVOHWWI¡OWGHJG¡"(Q
VWHUNRJXIRUNODUOLJSV\NLVNHOOHUI\VLVNWUHWWKHW"$WGHQLQGUHKDQGOHNUDIWHQRJVSRQWDQLWHWHQHUYHOGLJ
VYDNHOOHUERUWH"6YHNNHWYLWDOLWHW
6XEW\SHµ6WDWHµOLJQHQGHYDULDQWLQQWUHIIHUV UOLJLIRUELQGHOVHPHGHSLVRGHUDYIRUYHUULQJDYHQ
HOOHUVVWDVMRQ UWLOVWDQGOLGHOVH
6XEW\SHµ7UDLWµOLJQHQGHYDULDQW.DQIRUHNRPPHVRPHWJDQVNHLVROHUWIHQRPHQLSHULRGHUHOOHU
PHUVWDELOW
0HUN)HQRPHQHWVNDOLNNHVNnUHVGHUVRPGHWHUXWWU\NNIRUPHUSULP UHRJYLGWIDYQHQGH
IRUVW\UUHOVHUVRPWDQNHSUHVVUXPLQDVMRQK\SHUUHIOHNVMRQNOLQLVNGHSUHVMRQRUJDQLVN
KMHUQHVNDGHV\NGRPHOOHUPHGLNDPHQWELYLUNQLQJHU


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2SSO\VQLQJHUYHGU¡UHQGH'RPHQH.URSSVOLJHRSSOHYHOVHUNURSSVEHYLVVWKHW
6nQRHQVS¡UVPnOVRPJMHOGHURSSOHYHOVHUNQ\WWHWWLONURSSRJEHYHJHOVHU
)RUNODUNRUWDWGHWWHGUHLHUVHJRPJDQVNHVSHVLHOOHRJPDUNHUWHNURSSVRSSOHYHOVHU'HWHUHOOHUVOHWWn
IHLOWRONHVS¡UVPnOHQHWLODWGHKDQGOHURPJDQVNHDOPLQQHOLJHRSSOHYHOVHU
+DUGXKDWWHSLVRGHUGHUGXKDUIRUQHPPHWHOOHUµVHWWµDWNURSSHQGLQHOOHUGHOHUDYGHQEOLU
PLQGUHHOOHUVNUXPSHULQQ"(OOHUEOLUW\QQHUH²NRUWHUHWUHNNHUVHJVDPPHQHOOHUVW¡UUH"
0RUIRORJLVNHIRUDQGULQJHUHQGUHWIRUPHOOHUVW¡UUHOVH
6XEW\SH3DVLHQWHQKDUHQVRPRPI¡OHOVHDYIRUDQGULQJXWHQSHUVHSWXHOOIRUDQGULQJ
6XEW\SH3DVLHQWHQKDUHQIDNWLVNVDQVLQJDYIRUDQGULQJLNURSSHQKDQµVHUµIHNVDWKHQGHQHHU
IRUVW¡UUHWLOOXVMRQ
+DUGXKDWWHQVWHUNWUDQJWLOnVWXGHUHDQVLNWHWHOOHUNURSSHQGLQRIWHRJLQWHQVWLVSHLOHW"+YLVMD
YDUGHWGDIRUnOHWHHWWHUIRUDQGULQJHULDQVLNWHWGLWWHOOHUVnGXIDNWLVNIRUDQGULQJHU"(OOHUYDUGHWIRUn
IRUVLNUHGHJRPDWGXHNVLVWHUHU"+DUGXEOLWWRYHUUDNVHWHOOHUUHGGIRUGHWGXKDUVHWW"(OOHUKDUGX
WYHUWRPSU¡YGnXQQJnGLWWHJHWVSHLOELOGH"6SHLOUHODWHUWHIHQRPHQ
6XEW\SH3DVLHQWHQOHWHUHWWHUIRUDQGULQJHUHYWXWHQVSHVLHOOHJUXQQ
6XEW\SH3DVLHQWHQVHUVDQVHLOOXVMRQDWDQVLNWHWHUIRUDQGUHWHOOHUGHIRUPHUW
6XEW\SH$QGUHOLJQHQGHIHQRPHQHUIHNVnIRUVLNUHVHJRPHJHQHNVLVWHQV
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWNURSSHQGLQHOOHUGHOHUDYGHQYLUNHUUDURJIUHPPHG"/LYO¡VHOOHU
LVROHUW"$WHQNURSSVGHONDQVNMHI¡OHVDYVSDOWHWHOOHUIHLOVWLOWHOOHULNNHHNVLVWHUHUOHQJHU"
6RPDWLVNGHSHUVRQDOLVDVMRQIUHPPHGRSSOHYHOVHDYHJHQNURSS
+YLVGXVHUERUWIUDGHWWHPHGXWVHHQGHKDUGXGDQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWNURSSHQSnHQXEHKDJHOLJ
PnWHLNNHSDVVHUWLOSV\NHQGLQHOOHUWLOGHJ"$WNURSSRJVMHOQHVWHQI¡OHVDWVNLOW"3V\NHRJNURSS
SDVVHULNNHVDPPHQHOOHUI¡OHVDWVNLOW
0HUN6NnUHVDOWVnLNNHYHGPLVQ¡\HPHGNURSSHOOHUXWVHHQGHLVHJVHOYYHNWK¡\GHRO
(QNHOWHPHQQHVNHUNDQI¡OHDWNURSSHQIDOOHUIUDKYHUDQGUHHOOHUJnULRSSO¡VQLQJEOLURSSGHOW
HOOHUIRUVYLQQHU+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGQRHOLJQHQGH".URSSVOLJGHVLQWHJUDVMRQ
1RHQPHQQHVNHUIRUWHOOHUDWGHNDQPHUNHGLUHNWHI\VLVNGHLQGUHRUJDQHQHHOOHU
NURSSVSURVHVVHQHVLQHVRPQRUPDOWHUWDXVHRJXWLOJMHQJHOLJIRUGLUHNWHRSSOHYHOVH+DUGXQRHQ
JDQJRSSOHYGQRHVOLNW"JMHOGHULNNHDOPLQQHOLJHRSSOHYHOVHUVRPNUDIWLJSXOVKMHUWHEDQN
WDUPEHYHJHOVHUHOOHUYDQOLJHVPHUWHU2EMHNWLYLVHULQJDYNURSSVOLJRSSOHYHOVH
3DVLHQWHQYLOHOOHUVRIWHKDHQWHQGHQVWLOnYHNWOHJJHNURSSHQVRJNURSSVIXQNVMRQHQHV
I\VLVNHREMHNWLYHDVSHNWSnEHNRVWQLQJDYGHQVDEVWUDNWHOHYGHLNNHURPOLJHVLGHU
0HQQHVNHUKDURJVnIRUWDOWRPPDQJHDQGUHYLUNHOLJUDUHKHOWIUHPPHGHIRUQHPPHOVHURJI¡OHOVHUL
NURSSHQ"+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGVOLNHWLQJ"&RHQHVWHVLHU²IRUGUHLGI¡OHVDQV
1%1HGHQIRUHUHQYHLOHGHQGHOLVWHIRUKYDVRPNDQIRUHNRPPHPHQGHWHULNNHQ¡GYHQGLJnVS¡UUHHWWHUKYHUWHQNHOW
IHQRPHQKYLVSDVLHQWHQDYNUHIWHUKRYHGVS¡UVPnOHW)RUIHQRPHQHUVRPEHNUHIWHVPnGHWVS¡UUHVRPHQEHVNULYHOVH
K\SSLJKHWRJYDULJKHW
 (QJDQVNHW\GHOLJORGGHQQXPPHQVWLYI¡OHOVHLDUPHUEHLQHOOHUDQGUHGHOHUDYNURSSHQ"
 (QWRWDOWDQQHUOHGHVRJQ\W\SHVPHUWHHQQGXKDURSSOHYGHOOHUV"LHQVSHVLHOOGHODY
NURSSHQ"
 (QHOOHUDQQHQIRUQHPPHOVHVRPIO\WWHUVHJUXQGWLKHOHNURSSHQ"
 (QVODJVVWU¡PI¡OHOVHHOOHUHOHNWULVNI¡OHOVH"
 (QXYDQOLJYDUPHI¡OHOVHHOOHUNXOGHI¡OHOVH"
 (QI¡OHOVHDYDWGHWHUQRHXYDQOLJVRPEHYHJHUVHJLQQLNURSSHQ"
 (QI¡OHOVHDYDWNURSSHQHOOHUGHOHUDYNURSSHQHUXQRUPDOWWXQJHOOHUOHWWHOOHUWRPHOOHU
DWGXSnHQPnWHV\QNHUW\QJGHHOOHUVWLJHUHOOHUVYHYHUOHYLWDVMRQ"
 (QUDURJXYDQOLJW\SHVYLPPHOKHW"9HVWLEXO UW
 6PHUWHHOOHUXEHKDJRYHUI¡OVRPVRPXWO¡VHVDYO\GHOOHUIRUVLNWLJEHU¡ULQJG\VHVWHVL"
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 $QIDOOPHGIRUVW\UUHWNURSSVRSSOHYHOVHDXWRQRPHYHJHWDWLYHIRUVW\UUHOVHURJG¡GVDQJVW
G\VHVWHWLVNNULVH
6nKDUMHJQRHQVS¡UVPnORPEHYHJHOVHURJNURSS0RWRULVNHIRUVW\UUHOVHU
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGHWI¡OHVVRPRPNURSSHQHOOHUGHOHUDYNURSSHQEHYHJHU
VHJVHOYRPGHQIDNWLVNHULUR")HNVKRGHWHWEHLQHOOHUHQWn3VHXGREHYHJHOVHU
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGXIHNVJnUWLOVWHGHUVHUSnWLQJVLHUQRHXWHQDWGHW
YDUGpWGXYLOOH"$WGXIDNWLVNJM¡UHOOHUVLHUQRHJDQVNHDQQHWHQQGHWGXKDGGHWHQNW"0RWRULVN
LQWHUIHUHQV
0HUN6OLNHPRWRULVNHOOHUYHUEDOHµDYVSRULQJHUµHUHQGHODYEHYHJHOVHUVRPYDQOLJYLVHULQWHQGHUW
(NVHPSHOµDXWRPDWRVHV\QGURPµ0nLNNHUHSUHVHQWHUHLQIOXHQVIHQRPHQHU)56
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGXSOXWVHOLJNRUWHHSLVRGHULNNHNDQEHYHJHGHJHOOHU
VQDNNH")XOOEORNNHULQJ".DQY UHEUnNRUWHDQIDOOPHQVPDQHUYHGIXOOEHYLVVWKHWPRWVDWVWLO
µDXWRPDWRVHV\QGURPµMIUVXEW\SH0RWRULVN>IXOO@ODPPHOVHEORNNHULQJ
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJSOXWVHOLJI¡OWGHJGHOYLVODPPHW"7\GHOLJVYHNNHWHOOHUNUDIWO¡VLDUPHUHOOHU
EHLQLNNHIXOOEORNNHULQJ"$WGXNDQVNMHKDOWHWHOOHUPLVWHWWLQJ"'HWWHNDQNRPPHSOXWVHOLJRJ
YHGYDUHLNRUWHUHHOOHUOHQJUHWLG0RWRULVN>GHOYLV@ODPPHOVHEORNNHULQJ
6XEW\SH+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGDJOLJGDJVHJM¡UHPnOVRPHOOHUVJnUDXWRPDWLVNSOXWVHOLJ
LNNHJnUDYVHJVHOYPHQPnSODQOHJJHV"'HDXWRPDWLVHULQJ
+DUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWDQGUHIRONHYWWLQJVHUXWWLOnEHYHJHUVHJDNNXUDWQnUGXVHOY
EHYHJHUGHJ"1HVWHQVRPRPGHWHUHQPDJLVNNREOLQJPHOORPGHJRJGHQGHWDQGUH".DQVNMHGX
SU¡YHUnLNNHEHYHJHGHJ"0LPHWLVNRSSOUHVRQDQVPHOORPHJQHRJDQGUHVEHYHJHOVHU

2SSO\VQLQJHUYHGU¡UHQGH'RPHQH'HPDUNDVMRQWUDQVLWLYLVPH
6nWLOQRHQVS¡UVPnORPQ UKHWRJJUHQVHQHRYHUIRUDQGUHPHQQHVNHU
1nUGXHUVDPPHQVQDNNHUPHGQRHQDQGUHKDUGXQRHQJDQJRSSOHYGDWGXLNNHJUHLHUnVNLOOH
KHOWPHOORPGHJVHOYRJHQDQQHQSHUVRQ"$WGHUHQHVWHQJnURYHULKYHUDQGUH"%OLUVDPPHQEODQGHW"
$WGXIHNVLVDPWDOHUKDUY UWXVLNNHUSnKYLONHWDQNHURJI¡OHOVHUVRPNRPPHUIUDKYHP"I¡OWGHJ
LQYDGHUW")RUYHNVOLQJPHGDQQHQSHUVRQ
+DUGXQRHQJDQJY UWXVLNNHUSnKYHPVRPHUKYHPQnUGXVHUGHJLHWVSHLO"(OOHUVHUDQGUHV
VSHLOELOGH"(OOHUVHULHWYLQGXVJODVV")RWR"0DOHUL")RUYHNVOLQJPHGHJHWVSHLOELOGH
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPGLUHNWHWUXHQGHHOOHUVNXPPHOWnEOLEHU¡UWDYDQGUHHOOHUY UHI\VLVN
Q UInHQNOHPKDVH[".DQVNMHWUXHQGHIRUKHOHGLQHNVLVWHQV"7UXHQGHNURSSVNRQWDNW
0HUN*MHOGHURJVnQ UVWnHQGH6NDOLNNHVN\OGHVW\GHOLJSDUDQRLGLWHW
6XEW\SH8WO¡VHUVWHUNDQJVWRJXEHKDJ
6XEW\SH8WO¡VHUI¡OHOVHDYnIRUVYLQQHEOLXWVOHWWHWHOOHUVOXWWHnHNVLVWHUH
+DUGXQRHQJDQJKDWWHQGLIIXVI¡OHOVHDYnY UHYHOGLJYHOGLJXWVDWWRJIRUVYDUVO¡VLYHUGHQ"
6RPRPQRHWUXHQGHKHQJHURYHUGHJ"SDVVLYLVHUW"3DVVLYLWHVEHYLVVWKHW
0HUN'HWWHHUHQGLIIXVLNNHNRQNUHWLVHUWI¡OHOVHRJPnVNLOOHVIUDSV\NRWLVNHIHQRPHQHUVRPLQIOXHQV
RSSOHYHOVHQDYnY UHVW\UWHUNRQNUHWHOOHUSDUDQRLD'HIRUPHUWSHUVRQSHUVSHNWLYNDQ
IRUHNRPPHVDPWLGLJ
+DUGXSnQRHQDQQHQPnWHI¡OWDWGHWHUGnUOLJHJUHQVHUPHOORPGHJRJDQGUHPHQQHVNHUPHOORP
GHJRJRPYHUGHQHQ"(OOHUY UWKHOWVSHVLHOWRSSWDWWDYGHWWHWHPDHW"$WGXHUDOWIRUJMHQQRPVLNWLJ
nSHQW\QQKXGHWXWHQEDUULHUHRJVnRYHUIRUVHQVRULVNHVWLPXOL"(OOHUNDQVNMHGXKDUHWHNVWUDODJ
IRUGLJUHQVHQHHUVnGnUOLJH"$QGUHWUDQVLWLYLVWLVNHIHQRPHQHU

2SSO\VQLQJHUYHGU¡UHQGH'RPHQH(NVLVWHQVLHOOUHRULHQWHULQJ
7LOVOXWWYLOMHJVS¡UUHOLWWRPOLYVILORVRILRJKYRUGDQGXVHUSnGLQHJHQVWLOOLQJLYHUGHQ
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+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWDOPLQQHOLJHQ¡\WUDOHWLQJVRPVNMHUUXQGWGHJHJHQWOLJKDUPHGGHJn
JM¡UH"HUEXGVNDSGLUHNWHWLOGHJSHUVRQOLJ"²VRPRPGHWYDUHQIRUELQGHOVHPHOORPGHJRJGHW
VRPVNMHULRPJLYHOVHQHVHOYRPGXVDPWLGLJYHWDWGHWWHYLUNHUXVDQQV\QOLJ"
3ULP UHVHOYKHQI¡ULQJVIHQRPHQHU
0HUN2SSOHYHOVHQVNDOLNNHY UHNODUWVHNXQG UWLOHQSDUDQRLGKROGQLQJG\SGHSUHVMRQVN\OGI¡OHOVH
HOOHUDQGUHPHUSULP UHnUVDNHU
HOOHUDQGUHPHUSULP UHnUVDNHU
1%,QNOXGHUHUI¡OHOVHQDYDWDQGUHNDQµOHVHIRUQHPPHµHQVWDQNHU
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWGXHUKHOWHQHVWnHQGHRJYHOGLJVSHVLHOOLYHUGHQ"QEPHUHQHVWnHQGHHQQ
DOOHDQGUHQHVWHQVRPRPGXYDUVHQWUXPLXQLYHUVHW")¡OHOVHDYVHQWUDOLWHW
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWGHWEDUHHUGHWGXNDQVHPHGGLQHHJQH¡\QHVRPHJHQWOLJILQQHV"
HOOHUHUHNWH"DWLQJHQWLQJDQQHWHNVLVWHUHU"6RPRIWHVWHQYDJRJIO\WHQGHI¡OHOVH
)¡OHOVHDYDWRSSOHYHOVHVIHOWHWHUHQHVWHYLUNHOLJKHW
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWDWGXKDUHYQHUHOOHULQQVLNWKHOWXWHQRPGHWYDQOLJH"NUHDWLYHNUHIWHU"RP
VNMXOWHYLUNHOLJKHWHU"²RPYHUGHQVHJHQWOLJHWLOVWDQG"²RPPHQQHVNHVLQQHW"
)¡OHOVHDYnKDHNVWUDRUGLQ UHHYQHUHOOHULQQVLNW
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHWVRPRPYHUGHQLNNHILQQHV"²LNNHHUYLUNHOLJHOOHUHNWH"EDUHHU
WLOV\QHODWHQGH"HQLOOXVMRQEHGUDJ")¡OHOVHDYDWYHUGHQLNNHHNVLVWHUHU
+DUGXQRHQDQGUHLGpHUHOOHUIRUHVWLOOLQJHUVRPGXVHOYV\QVHUYHOGLJVSHVLHOOHHOOHU
RYHUQDWXUOLJH"PDJLVNH"+DUDQGUHVDJWQRH"0DJLVNWHQNQLQJ>RPPHWDI\VLVNNDXVDOLWHW@VRP
HUNQ\WWHWWLOVXEMHNWHWVPnWHnRSSOHYHSn
+DULQWHUHVVHQHGLQHIRUDQGUHWVHJVOLNDWGXEOHYHOGLJRSSWDWWDYIHNVUHOLJL¡VHHOOHUILORVRILVNH
WHPD"HNVLVWHQVLHOOHSV\NRORJLVNHRYHUQDWXUOLJHWHPD"
(NVLVWHQVLHOOHOOHULQWHOOHNWXHOOIRUDQGULQJ
0HUN6NDOLNNHVNnUHVYHGK\SRPDQLHOOHUPDQL
+DUGXQRHQJDQJI¡OWGHJKHOWVXYHUHQHOOHURYHUOHJHQLIRUKROGWLODOOHDQGUHPHQQHVNHU"MIU
VSHVLHOOHHYQHUHOOHULQQVLNW²RJDWDQGUHPHQQHVNHUYLUNHUJDQVNHXEHW\GHOLJHIRUGHJ"
6ROLSVLVWLVNJUDQGLRVLWHW
+ROGQLQJHQNDQRJVnDYRJWLOREVHUYHUHVLWDOHRJDWIHUGVRPOHWWPDQQHULVWLVNSnIDOOHQGHDIIHNWHUW
HOOHUWHDWUDOVN
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9. PAPERS I-IV 
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